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7Chapter One
I Distribution Cost Analysis as an Aid to Management.
——————
— —
/
A. Distribution Cost Analysis is a Requisite
of Good Management ,
1. As Important as Production Cost Analysis ,
Distribution cost analysis is as important as
production cost analysis. This is not a challenge but a
statement of fact. Distribution costs have increased since
tho Industrial Revolution, but their importance is just being
recognized. Production costs have long been the subject of
detailed analyses and nov; the realization has come that dis-
tribution costs are about as large in total and therefore
should likewise be the object of detailed analysis. The
relationship between distribution costs and production costs
in 1929 was as follows:
"The estimated total cost of commodity dis*.
trlbution in 1929 was about t^3Q.5 billion,
or almost 59% of the .';65.5 billion estimated
total cost of producing and distributing
commodities." (1)
The analysis of production costs has resulted in
a high degree of production control and has aided the de-
velopment of mass production. It is no idle promise to say
that the analysis of distribution costs will result in the
(1) Paul V/, Steward and J, Frederic Dewhurst ,"Does DistributionCost Too Much," (Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1939)p.ll7

8control of distribution costs and will aid in the efficient
handling of the output of the mass producers.
2. Logical Sequence to Production Control and Market Research
.
In the past business management has devoted con-
siderable time to production' cost control. A more recent
development has been market research. In most cases the
start is made with a proposed product. It may be a new
product or it may be an im.proved product. The production
department develops it; they then consult the sales department
as to its salability. Together they analyze the product
as to style, wearing quality, suitability, convenience of
size and shape, price, value,uniformity and adaptability. (1)
The sales department bases its opinion on the results of its
experience and also on the results of a market research job
for the particular product. Ultimately the product is de-
cided upon and it is as nuch the result of the work of the
sales department as it is of the work of the production de-
partment. So far as money is concerned two things have been
determined; the price at which it can be sold and the cost
of producing it.
Conspicuous by its absence is any data as to the
cost of distributing the product. If any reasoning is
done at all it is probably that the costs of the sales de-
partment are more or less fixed as are the costs of the
(1) Prom a class lecture by Professor Ralph V/ells, Oct. 8, 1941.

shipping department, the office, and the administrative
department. It is reasoned that the direct costs of
distributing the product, such as freight and trucking are,
on the average, much less than the gross margin. The gross
margin is considered as more than sufficient to cover all
those expenses and so the problem of distribution costs is
dismissed. Since the costs of distribution are at least
equal to the total production costs they should be given as
much study and analysis as production costs and marketing
problems. Distribution cost 'analysis therefore, is a
logical sequence to production control and market research.
3, V/hat are Distribution Costs?
To fully understand the importance of distribution
cost analysis we must know what costs are considered as dis-
tribution costs. According to a report of the Federal Trade
Commission:
"Distribution costs represent items of
expense incurred in effecting the sale
of goods and collecting the proceeds
thereof and in getting such goods into
the buyer's possession." (1)
Distribution costs are also defined as:
"Comprising all direct and indirect costs
involved in selling and distributing
goods, irrespective of the source of
such charges. This includes the so-called
'commercial expenses' and such administra-
tive and general expenses as can be identi-
fied with the distribution function, However,
(1) Federal Trade Commission, "Case Studies in Distribution
Cost Accounting for Manufacturing and V/holesaling"
,
( V/ashington
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it excludes all expenses which are properly
allocated to the cost of manufacture", (1)
4. Distribution Cost Analysis
Distribution cost analysis is the compilation and
allocation of distribution costs for the purpose of present-
ing facts and figures to be used in the investigation and
determination of marketing procedures. One purpose might
be to find out what it coets to distribute a particular pro-
duct; another purpose might be to find out what the distri-
bution costs are for a particular territory. The ultimate
objective is to find out where profits are small or non-
existent, and to make comparisons with territories or pro-
ducts where profits are satisfactory. The statement has
been made that
:
"Net profits result from certain profit-
able operations under certain sets of
conditions that exceed losses ensuing
under other conditions." (2)
Distribution cost analysis will reveal where profits are made
or losses Incurred and the sets of conditions under which both
occur
.
5. Management
Management can be defined primarily as control, the
degree of control necessary to ensure maximum profits. Since
distribution cost analyf.is reveals the source of profits and
losses It is easy to see what an essential part of control
(1) Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, "Accountln^'^ forDistribution Costs" (New York),pi
^^l Q
^astenholz', "The Control of Distribution Costs
and Sales". (New York, 1930) p. 37.

it plays in management. It furnishes the facts upon
which management can make decisions. The importance of
these facts is attested to by the follov/ing quotation:
"The judgments of our executives can be no
better than the information on which it is
based. It is cheaper to use the time of
clerks than the time of managers to obtain
routine facts. It is a penny-wise-pound-
foolish policy to pay high salaries for
executive judgment and then permit such
judgment to be based on faulty information.
Unfortunately, our books show only the
pennies expended and cover up the pounds
lost." (1)
B, History of Distribution Cost Analysis .
1, A Recent Development.
Despite its importance to management, distribu-
tion., cost analysis is a comparatively recent development.
It is used by only a few companies and by most of these for
limited purposes. The work that has been done in building
up the importance of distribution cost accounting has been
done by the Department of Commerce, the National Association
of Cost Accountants, and a few trade association: The
National Electrical Manufacturers Association of New York,
The Rubber Manufacturers Association, Inc. of New York and
The National Vrtiolesale Druggists Association of Now York.
The first year book of the National Association of Cost
(1) E. S. Freeman, "Distribution Cost Accounting and Its
Influence on Pricing Policy,"' National Association of Cost
Accountants Bulletin (Sept. 1, 1933)p37.

Accountants was published in 1922 and contained three articles
on distribution costs. In one of these articles distribution
costs were referred to as
"A subject which is attracting the interest
of the public as well as attention in
governmental investigations." (1)
This is interesting because it shows that governmental bodies
were interested in distribution costs as far back as 19-22.
The subject was also important enough in that year for the
National Association of Cost Accounts to include it as a
topic for discussion at their first annual meeting.
Since 1922 the National Association of Cost
Accountants have devoted much time and space to this subject
both in their semi-monthly bulletins and in their annual year
book. The United States Department of Commerce started to
give special attention to distribution costs in 1928 and since
then have issued several bulletins giving the results of
special studies that they have made. Among them are "The
Wholesale Grocer's Problems", (1928); "Distribution Cost
Problems of Manufacturing Confectioners (1931); "V/holesale
Grocery Operations" (1932); "V/holesale Confectioners'
Operations" (1934); and "Distribution Cost Accounting for V/holo
saling" (1939) (2). Incidentally, Herbert Hoover was
(1) R. H. Gregory, "Cost of Distribution," National Assoc.
of Cost Accts, Year Book (1922)pll6.
(2) Federal Trade Goramiseion, "Case Studies in Distribution
Cost Accounting for V/holesaling and Manufacturing", p. 2.
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Secretary of Commerce at the time^ these studies were start-
ed and they have been referred to as "a inan3.festat ion of his
engineering genius at its best." (1) Accounting manuals
devoting attention to distribution costs have also been issued
by the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association, the
Rubber Manufactiu'ers
' Association, Inc., and the National
Wholesale Druggists' Association. (2).
2, Development Has Been Slow
.
The puzzling feature of this development has been
the slowness with which distribution cost systems have been
adopted by business in general. The Federal Trade Commlsijion'
s
study reports,
"that- out of 137 concerns of many types and
sizes, selected because of a probability
that they had developed a procedure of distribu-
tion cost accounting, only 34 had made any
start in this direction and a much smaller
number had made any substantial progress. A
considerable number of these companies which
had done little in this direction are large
and nationally important firms." (3)
There are, of course, reasons for the lack of
enthusiasm which business has shown for distribution cost
accounting. More discussion (4) will be given to these
reasons later but in brief they are: the apparent complexities
of such systems; and the fact that without them most businesses
(1) J. C. Creswell, "Manufacturing Profits and Selling Losses"
Magazine of V/all Street, 47: 815 (April, 1931)P816'
(2) Federal Trade Commission, "Case Studies etc., "p. 2
(3) Federal Trade Commission, "Case Studies etc, " p. 2
(4) See Chapter Seven.
i
viere making profits -with v;hich they were content.
C
.
Need for Distribution Cost Analysis
.
!• Based on Planning .
It is the contention of this thesis that there
definitely is a need for distribution cost analysis which
means the interpretation of the facts obtained from dis-
tribution cost accounting. If thought is given to the
development of distribution itself the fact is recognized
that careful planning has not been given to distributive
functions. Instead, as has already been said, all of the
planning energy has been devoted to production and to sales
volume. Management has been devoted to the theory that low
production costs based on large sales volume were the "Royal
road to profits". (1) Distribution cost analysis shows that
this is not the true picture. The real truth is that pro-
fits are the total of the profits of individual sales and
unless you are reasonably sure that each individual sale
has a chance of being profitable then you cannot be on the
"royal road" to profits.
Distribution cost analysis works because it
furnishes a breakdown of distribution costs which reveals
weaknesses of individual cost items. Thus variations in
cost that might not show in a comparison of total costs do
show in a comparison of individual costs. In fact one main
feature of distribution cost work is the setting up of stand-
(1) Castenholz, "The Control of Distribution Costs and Sales."
p. 57.
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ards for the measurement of the various distributive functions.
( 2) Marketing Department Heaps the Benefits
.
The marketing department reaps the benefits of dis-
tribution cost \7ork. Professor J. Brooks Heckert has made a
complete list of the marketing problems that may be solved with
the aid of distribution cost analyses. Ke lists the follow-
ing:
1. Commodities to be sold.
2. Prices to be charged,
5. Extent of territory to be served.
4. Classes of trade to be cultivated.
5. Distribution channels and agencies to be
nsecl,
6. Profitable size of order,
7. Profitable size of unit of sale.
8. Credit terms to be granted.
9. V/hen to expand.
10. Inventories to be carried.
11. eontrol of individual distribution
operations and cost items.
12. Results to be obtained from costs. (1)
This is indeed an exhaustive list and it would be an harrassed
marketing man who had all of these problems to solve, but
every marketing man probably has two or three of these pro-
blems confronting him. Distribution cost analysis will not
answer the problem, but it will present the facts upon which
final judgment can be made.
D. Difficulties of Distribution Cost Analysis
.
1. Additional V/ork Involved.
It has been the intention of this opening chapter
(1) J. B. Heckert, "The Analysis and Control of Distribution
Costs," (New York, 1940) p. 12-15.
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to present the benefits to be derived from distribution cost
analysis and to show its importance to good business manage-
ment. It will be readily acknowledged that certain diffi-
culties present themselves when the actual operation of such a
system is considered. In the first place it means a general
revision of a good part of the accounting system. This is
necessary because in most accounting systems the expense
accounts are based on what is known as the "natural divisions"
of expense. (1) In distribution cost accounting the ex-
penses should be recorded in terms of the functions which they
perform, or in accounts for which a definite person or persons
is responsible. This so-called "functional division" of
expense is a more detailed allocation of individual expense
items. The item of salaries for example, would be distri-
buted to accounts for administrative salaries, clerical
salaries, salesmen's salaries, truck drivers salaries, warehouse
salaries and others and these would be set up for each function
such as selling, transportation and warehousing. (2)
2. Additional Expense Involved.
The additional work made necessary in the accounting
department involves additional expense. This in itself is a
major reason that many companies give for not setting up a
distribution cost system. Another objection given is that
(1) H.'F. Taggart, "Distribution Cost Accounting for ".Vhole-
saling". United States Department of Commerce (Washington
1939) p. .4
(2) See Chapter Two p. 25

distribution costs are controlled by factors that are in turn
controlled by salesmen, customers, general economic conditions,
and even local situations. It is said that there is too much
of the unpredictable human element involved to allow any exact
accounting for such costs. This objection is clearly stated
in an article by L. Rossiter in which he says:
"The unit costs of distributing two units- of
a product which are exactly alike in size,
shape, color and all other physical characteris-
tics will vary with the individual characteris-
tics of the customers to whom the products are
sold." (1)
Some companies raise the objection that an analysis
does not make clear the action to bo taken, it simply shows
that certain conditions exist. Nothing could be much worse
certainly than an expensive and detailed analysis, the
results of which were never used,
3, Difficulties can be Overcome .
All of these difficulties in distribution cost
accounting and all of the objections to such a system de-
serve consideration, A number of them are partially offset
if it is realized that a start may be made on a small scale
that does not involve much additional clerical work or expense.
A system may be worked up gradually until it is apparent that
additional work and expense are justified or that there is
no reason for continuing the study. A start may be made by
first Isolating one function such as delivery and later isolatin
(1) L.E.Rossiter, "To Find the Cost' of Selling-Analysis
of Jistribution Costs by Functions", Dun's Review, 49:16
Sept. 1941)pl7

another such as order "taking, A continuous system nay be
carried out or certain functions may be checked every few
years. It is not necessary to alter the regular accounting
system to make some of these initial investigations. The
records that are needed may be kept separate from the regular
books of account, (1)
In considering the objections to such a system it
should be realized that such a system does give management
the facts by which distribution problems nay be solved, even
if no definite action is taken by the mana,^ement.
There nay be a tendency to side step distribution
cost accounting because of its complexities and involved
details. This is no excuse for dismissing the siibject.
E. S. Freeman of the Dennison Manufacturing Company has
expressed a very apt thought:
"The fact is that man must master the
intricacies of business rather than
expect business to yield to his simpli-
cities." (2)
E. Conclusion.
The importance of production costs has long been
acknowledged but it is only recently that distribution costs
have received much attention. This was due to the fact
that gross profits were considered more important than net
(1) L. E. Kossiter,"To Find the Cost of Selling-Analysis
of Distribution Costs by Functions", Dun's Review, 49:16
Sept. 1941)p;.7
(2) E. S, Freeman, "Distribution Cost Analysis and Its
Influence on Pricing Policy," p. 37.

IX9
profits. It T«as reasoned- that if the;© were large gross
profits the net profits \vould automatically be satisfactory.
Gradually it became clearer that the net profit depended almost
as much on operating costs as on gross profits. It viqs then
that distribution costs became important.
Distribution costs include all costs expect pro-
duction costs. In a non-manufacturing concern all costs,
therefore, are distribution costs. To maintain the greatest
possible control over these costs special studies are made
which are known as distribution cost analyses.
Distribution cost analyses are made from the account-
ing records which must bj kept in a certain way. The account-
ing necessary for distribution costs will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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Chapter Two
1 Distribution Cost Accounting
A Distribution Cost Analysis Necessitates
Changes in Accounting Procedure.
1. Distribution Cost Analyses Based on Accounting Records
Distribution cost analyses are based on accounting
records. That being the case the accounting system designed
for the recording of distribution costs is the first thing to
be considered after it has been decided that distribution costs
are to be analyzed. This is important because in practically
all cases changes will have to bo made in the accounting
system.
2. Classification of Accounts by Ob.ject of I^xpenditure
.
The changes that must be made in designing a dis-
tribution cost accounting system affect the classification of
the expense accounts. Usually expense accounts are classified
in such a way that there is an account to which each expendi-
ture can be charged. Under such a classification it is the
object of the expenditure that determines the account to which
the expense is charged.
A classification of accounts by object of expenditure
is illustrated in Exhibit 1 (1). This is a classification
of expenses actually used by a number of wholesalers. Each
account is an object of expenditure. If money is spent for
(1) See p 21
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Exhibit 1. Classification of Accoimts by Object of Expenditure
1. Advertising
2. Allov/ances and ad-
justments
3. Bad debts
4. Bank charges and interest
5. Buying expense
6. Depreciation-furniture and
fixtures
7. Donations and charity
8. Dues and subscriptions
9. Entertainment
10. Insurance - general
11. Insurance - life
12. Legal and professional
13, Postage
14, Printing and stationery
15, Rent, light and heat
16, Salaries, ovmers
17, Salaries executive and
clerical
18, Salesmen's salaries and
commissions
19, Salesmen's traveling
expense
20 Sundry supplies and
expense
21. Taxes (other than income)
22. Telephone and telegraph
23. Traveling - sundry
Source: H. P. Taggart. "Distribution Cost Accounting for
IVholesaling" United States Department of Commerce, (Washington
1939) p.
5
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letterheads for example it is charged to the printing and
stationery account. The expenses of rent, light and heat
are all charged to one account and there is one account to
which are charged all the sundry supplies and expenses of
the entire orv^-cnization
.
3, Classification of Accounts by Functions.
Distribution cost analyses require that expense
accounts be classified on a functional basis. This means
that when the various accounts to which expenses are to be
charged are being determined the basis for the final decision
is not the object of expenditure but the function for which
each expense is incurred. A function is a definitely de-
terminable activity necessary to carry on the business of a
company. Exhibit 2 (1) is a list of functions of a group
of wholesalers. The service units listed in Exhibit 2 are
units by which the total cost of each function can be mea-
sured. (2) No one wholesaler would have all of the functions
listed but the length of the list illustrates the number of
functions there are and shows what is meant by the term
"function".
The functional classification of accounts is a
grouping of accounts rather than a completely different system
of classification. It involves the determination of the
(1) See p. 23
(2) See p. 23

EXHIBIT 2
FUI^CTIONS AND SERVICE UNITS
FUNCTIONS SERVICE UNITS
Assembling and checking
orders
•
Carrying (financing).
Cash receiving.
City delivery
Credit and collection.
Dealer helps.
Delivery of coimtry ship-
Qients to station.
Direct mail, advertising.
Filling orders.
Getting out stock for orders.
Handling.
Haulage (receiving and shipp-
ing truckage )
.
Keeping stock records.
Maintaining order and letter
files.
Merchandise storage.
Packing and loading.
Posting invoices to customers
account
,
Preparation and mailing of
customers' statements.
Preparation of invoices and
shipping documents (ex-
cept pricing and extend-
ing. )
Pricing and extending in-
voices .
Receiving and posting cash
receipts
.
Receiving stock.
Sales analyses and statis-
tics.
Salesmen's compen feat ion.
Salesmen's equipment.
Salesmen's telephoning.
Salesmen's travel.
Traffic and claims.
Transportation of country
shipments (freight, ex-
press, postage
)
The order or the invoice line
or the volume unit
.
The dollar of inventory.
The customer month.
The truck mile or hour or the
order or invoice line, or the
unit of goods sold for city
delivery.
The customer.
The customer.
The merchandise unit.
The mail solicitation.
The invoice line.
The invoice line.
The invoice line
The hundredweight.
The invoice line.
The order or letter
The square foot or cubic foot
of storage space provided or
used.
The merchandise unit or the
order or the volume unit.
The order.
The customer.
The order.
The invoice line
The individual cash collection,
The volume unit
The invoice line or the order.
The call.
The call.
The call.
The day or mile traveled.
The order.
The thousandv/e ight-mi 1e ,
Source :^_^Taggart, "Distribution Cost Accounting, for Whotealing",
10, 11.
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EXHIBIT 3
CLASSIFICATION OF AGCOUIITS BY OBJECT OF EXPENDITURE
ON A DEPARTIffiNTAL BASIS
Advertising
Salaries
Catalogs and Price Lists
Periodicals
Miscellaneous Advertising
Postage
Demonstrations
Displays and Exhibits
Sundry Supplies and Expense
Buying and Selling Expense
Salaries - Department Heads
and Assistants
Sales Department Salaries
Salesmen's Salaries
Traveling Expense
Salesmen's \uto Expense
Gas and Oil - Repairs
Tires - Miscellaneous
Freight and Express- Outward
Freight and Express on
Returned Goods
Parcel Post
Sales Meetings and Conventions
Goirii.iissions Paid
Bonuses and Prizes
Goods used for Samples and
Given Away
Stat ione ry
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
Receiving and Shipping
Labor - Shipping Department
and Lofts
Teaming
Labor - Trucks and Teams
Repairs
Depreciation of Trucks
Gasoline, Oil and Grease
Garage and Stable Expense
Sundry Teaiiiing Expenses
Outside Teaming
Packing Materials
Sundry Supplies and Expense
Heat, Light and Power
Labor
Fuel
Water
Repairs
Light Purchased
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
Heat and Steaia Sold
Building and Stock Expense
~ Janitors and Carpenters
Repairs to Building
Rent
Storage
General Taxes
General Insurance
Depreciation of Machinery
Depreciation of Fixed Improve-
ments
Depreciation of Furniture and
Fixtures
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
Office Expenses
Office Salaries
Office Stationery and Supplies
Cost Department Stationery and
Supplies
Collection Expense
Sundry Office Expense
Administrative Expenses
Official Salaries
Legal Expenses
Stenographers
Salaries
Supplies
General Postage
Telephone and Telegraph
Salaries
Telephone
Toll Calls
Telegrams
Auditing
Official Expense
Y/elfare Work
Picnics and Parties
Presents to Employees
Hajco Club
Group Life Insurance
Group Sickness and Accident
Insurance
Employees' Purchases
Association and Club Dues
Subscriptions to Magazines
Carfares
Laundry
Credit Agency
Special Bonus
Sundry Supplies and
Expenses
Source: Chart of Accounts of a Boston IvTiolesale Food Concern.
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functions of the company and then a classification of accounts
under each function. Exhibit 3 (1) is a classification of
accounts on a departmental basis which is in reality a function-
al basis to a modified degree. This is an actual classifi-
cation of accounts used by a large wholesale food company.
Exhibit 4 (2) is a classification of accounts for this same
company on a strictly functional basis. The accounts are
grouped under eleven functions whereas in Exhibit 2 they were
grouped under five departments.
Exhibits 3 and 4 both show that there are some
expenses that are applicable to all functions and in such
cases there is an account under each function in which to
record the portion of the expense applicable to that function.
A good example of this type of expense is payroll. Each
function requires some expenditure for salaries or wages and
under each function there is an account to which this cost
can be charged. It is also true that there are some expenses
which are only applicable to one function. The cost of cat-
alogs and price lists, for example, is applicable only to the ad-
vertising function. Therefore the account to which it is
charged is included in the accounts of the advertising function.
Similarly the expenses of the trucks are applicable only to
the trucking function therefore the accounts to which these
expenses arc charged are included under the trucking function.
(1) See p. 24
(2) See p. 26
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EXHIBIT 4
CLASSIFICATION OF ACCOUNTS BY FUNCTIONS
! Advertising
Salaries
Catalogs and Price Lists
Periodicals
Miscellaneous Advertising
Postage
Demons trat ions
Displays and Exhibits
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
2» Sales Department
Salaries - Executive and
Clerical
Sales Meetings and Conven-
tions
Goods Used for Saiaples and
Given Away
Stationery
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
5« Salesmen's Compensation and
Expense ^
Salesmen's Salaries
S&lesmen's Bonuses
Prizes
Salesmen's Automobile
Gas and Oil
Tires
Repairs
Depreciation
Insurance
Miscellaneous
Salesmen's Traveling Expense
4. Receiving Stock
Labor
Freight and Express on Re-
turned Stock
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
5. Trucking ( Shipping, Trucking )
Labor
Repairs
Depreciation of Trucks
Gasoline, Oil and Grease
' Garage
Siindry Trucking Expense
Outside Trucking
6. Filling Orders (Includes gett-
ing out Stock and Handling to
the Shipping Department)
Labor
Packing Supplies
Parcel" Post
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
7. Assembling and Loading (In-
cludes handling of stock
from Time it Rea"ches Shipp-
ing Floor until it is~on
the Truc¥i7 ' "
Labor
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
8, Building and Stock
Janitors and Carpenters
Repairs to Building
Rent
Storage
General Taxes
General Insurance
Depreciation of Machinery
Depreciation of Fixed Im-
provements
Depreciation of Fumitixre
and Fixtures
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
9. Credit and Collection
Salaries
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
10.
11.
Bookkeeping (Includes all work
on Invoices and Accounts Re-
ceivable, work of Cashier, and
Miscellaneous Bookkeeping)
Salaries
Stationery and Supplies
Sundry Office Expense
Administrative (Includes Pur-
chasingT ~*
Official Salaries
Legal Expenses
Stenographers
Salaries
Supplies
General Postage
Telephone and Telegraph
Salaries
Telephone
Toll Calls
Telegrams
Auditing
Official Expense
Welfare Work
Picnics and Parties
Presents to Employees
Group Life Insurance
'
Group Sickness and Accident
Insurance
Employee's Purchases
Association and Club Dues
Subscriptions to Magazines
Carfares
Laundry
Credit Agency
Special Bonuses
Sundry Supplies and Expenses
Source: Hypothetical Classification of Accounts on aFunctional Basis for Wholesale concern whoseActual Chart of Accounts is shown in Exhibit 3.
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V/hen an expense is- incurred the procedure is to
determine the function to which it applies and then to
charge it to the proper account under that function, Vvhen
a bill is received for gasoline, for example, the first thing
to find out is whether it is for a salesman's automobile or
for a truck. If it is for a salesman's car it is charged
to the gasoline and oil account under the function "salesmen's"
compensation and expenses". If, it is for a truck it is
charged to the gasoline and oil account under the function
"trucking".
At the end of any accounting period the total cost
of any function is obtained by merely adding the balances of
the accounts classified under that function. The balances for
each account would be shown on a statement or report that
listed the functions and the accounts under each function with
a line for the total. This statement would also show the
balances for each function and its accounts for a previous
period so that a comparison would be available.
4, Advantages of Functional Classification.
The functional classification of expense accounts is
necessary if distribution cost analyses are to be made but it
has other advantages of its own. It is a definite aid to
good mana^-ement in that it gives a more detailed breakdown of
expenses and affords a comparison of expenditures for different
period in terms of functions or responsibilities rather
than merely in terms of account totals. The latter comparison
r
can be made if accounts are classified on an object of expendi-
ture basis. Under such a classificatication it might be
found that total salaries and wages for this year are less than
last year. Under a functional classification it might be
found that salaries and wages for this year are less than
last year for every function except assembling and loading.
This discovery would certainly require further study which
might disclose unsuspected inefficiency. The comparison of
other expenses under a functional clacs if ication might reveal
other inefficiencies. The comparison might also reveal ex-
amples of unusual efficiency and a study of these might uncover
methods that could be extended to other functions.
Another advantage of the functional classification
is that the total cost of each function can be measured in
terms of functional service units and control over costs can
be maintained by watching the unit costs. A function has
already been referred to as "a definitely determinable activity
necessary to carry on the business of a company". (1) As
such its major purpose is accomplished by the cumulative per-
formance of many relatively small acts. The shipping function
for example, is accomplished through the shipping of many se-
parate and distinct orders. If the cost of making an averagd
shipment or a standard size shipment can be determined then
that unit cost can be kept under observation and when it varies
(1) See p. 22
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either up or down a study can be mad© to determine the cause.
The total cost of a function is valuable then in
that it can be measured in terms of some service unit and the
cost of the unit compared with the cost of the same unit for
a previous period or with the standard or budget unit cost.
This allays the contention that there is little value in
comparing expense totals for different periods because there
is no way of knowing which figure reflects the best operating
results. This can be illustrated by assuming that a compari-
son of the total cost of the assembling and loading function
for this year and last year shows that this year's total was
less. In cases where this was the only comparison that could
be mad© such a showing would be deemed very satisfactory. Let
us assume that the total cost of the function is measured by
a service unit which in this case might be a weight unit of
one hundred pounds. The unit cost is found by dividing the
total cost of the function for each period by the number of
hundredweight shipped in each period. Since it is known that
the t otal is less for the current period any change in the
comparison will depend on the number of hundredweight shipped
in each period. For the purpose of illustration it is to be
assumed that fewer hundredweight were shipped in the current
period so that a comparison of the unit costs shows that the
unit cost for the current period is a little higher than the
unit cost for the preceding period. If this is true the
management can be shown that even though the total cost was
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EXHIBIT 5
FimCTIQNS AITD SERVICE UNITS
FUNCTIONS
1. Advertisins;
2, Sales Department
3. Salesmen's compensation
and expense
4, Receiving Stock
5. Teaming, ( shipping
.
trucking
)
6, Filling orders (includes
getting out stock and
handling to the shipping
department
)
7. Assembling and loading
(handling of stock from
time it reaches shipping
floor until it is on the
trucks
)
8, Building and stock
9. Credit and collection
10. Bookkeeping (includes
all work on invoices and
accounts receivable, work
of cashier, miscellaneous
bookkeeping
)
SERVICE UNITS
The customer or the order or the
dollar of sales
The customer or the order or the
dollar of sales
The call or the dollar of sales
The hundredweight or the merchandise
Tinit
The hundredweight or number of orders
The invoice line
The merchandise unit or the order
or the invoice line
The square foot, or cubic foot of space
provided or used
The customer
The invoice line
11 Administrative The customer or the order
Source: Hypothetical list of service units for functions shownin Exhibit 4.

lower for the current period the unit cost v/as higher and
therefore the function was not performed as efficiently this
year as last. This type of situation is illustrated by
Exhibit 6.
Exhibit 6
Comparison of Unit Costs for Assembling and Loading Function*
1942 . 1941
Total cost of function O90',000 OlOO^OOO
Number of units (hundredweight) 80,000 100,000
Unit cost 1,125 1.00
B . Units of Measurement
1. Selection of Units of Measurement .
Distribution cost accounting may bo said to be an
aid to better management since it furnishes a better basis
(the unit cost) for comparing costs for one period with those
of another period. Its value will depend on the selection
of the unit of measurement for each function. The ideal
unit would be the unit whose cost would remain the same under
varying conditions assuming that the function is administered
just as efficiently under the varying conditions.
Exhibit 2 (1) which is a list of functions that might
apply to a wholesale concern also gives the units that might be
used to measure each function. Exhibit 5 (2) which is a list
of functions for a particular wholesale concern gives the
units that might likewise be used to measure each of those
( 1) See p. 23
( 2) See p. 30
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functions. The units of measurement are so important that
it night bo well to explain the ones listed in Exhibit 5.
2. Advertising-; Function.
The cost of the advertising function might be
measured in terms of the number of customers that the company
has, the number of orders that were obtained or the dollar
of sales. The number of customers unit would be valuable
in a type of business whose success depended on increasing
the number of its customers rather than on increasing the
amount of business done with its old customers, A measure-
ment based on the number of orders taken or the dollars of
sales would bo practical for any type of business but of the
two the number of orders basis would usually be the better due
to the fact that the company's advertising might get the order
but it would be up to the sales department to get the maximum
size order.
3, Sales Department Function
The cost of the sales department might be measured
by the same units used to measure the cost of the advertising
function. Since this function does not include either sales-
men's compensation or expenses but consists almost entirely
of Indirect selling expenses it can best be measured by the
number of customers or the number of orders.
3, Selling Function
Salesmen's compensation and expenses can be measured
by the number of calls made or the dollars of sales. The
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number of calls mad© is the better because the dollars of
sales will vary with business conditions and will not reflect
any promotional effort that a salesman might be making. It
may be advisable to seperate the automobile and traveling
expenses and measure the automobile expense on the basis of
the miles traveled and the traveling expense on the basis of
the number of days worked. This is because in both cases the
total expense will vary more directly with these bases than
with the other possible bases,
4 . Receiving Function
The expense of receiving stock may be measured by
the number of hundredweight received or the number of units
received. If the units are of approximately the same size
and weight the number of units received might be used but
since they will usually vary in weight the num' er of hundred-
weight is the better unit of measurement.
5, Teaming function
The cost of the teaming function may be measured
by the number of hundredweight teamed or the number of orders
teamed. The number of orders teamed is not desirable if there
is a wide difference in the size of the orders; its advantage
is that it takes into consideration the time involved in load-
ing and delivering each order. An order weighing fifty
pounds may take as much of the teamster's time as an order
weighing three hundred pounds. However this is not usually
true and since orders may vary greatly in size it is probably
I
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better to use the number of hundredweight teained as the unit
of measurement.
6 . Filling Orders Function
The cost of filling orders can best be measured by
the number of invoice lines on the orders filled. This is
because each line represents an item to be taken from stock
and conveyed to the shipping room. The items may vary greatly
in size and weight but any weight unit that could be used woiild
be small and it would be impossible to determine a size unit.
7 . Assembling and Loading Function
The assembling and loading function can be measured
by the units of merchandise shipped, the number of orders
shipped, or the number of invoice lines on the order shipped. .
If the units of merchandise being shipped were large units then
this unit of measurement might be the best. However if the
units being shipped are small or vary in size they would not
be a desirable unit of measurement. The number of orders
shipped would be a satisfactory unit of measurement if the
orders didn't vary too greatly in size and weight. The invoice
line is open to the same criticisms but it might well represent
more of an average unit than the others.
8. Building and Stock I-\inction
The square foot or cubic foot of space used would be
the unit used to measure the cost of the building and stock
function. The cost of this function should remain very nearly
constant unless there was oiitside storage space involved and
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it was included in the cost of the building and stock function.
9 . Credit and Collection Function
The cost of the credit and collection function would
be measured by the number of customers. The costs of this
function are more or less fixed but the costs that are not
fixed should vary with the number of customers,
10 . Bookkeeping Function
The cost of the bookkeeping function should be
measured by the number of invoice lines. This is a natural
unit of measurement in this case because so much of the book-
keeping work involves the invoice line. Each invoice line
must be priced, extended, billed and perhaps costed. The
invoice itself is another possible unit of measurement but it
is not as desirable because the number of lines on an :'.nvoice
vary so widely.
11 . Administrative Function
The cost of the administrative function may be mea-
sured by the number of customers, or the number of orders
filled. This function is perhaps the most difficult to
measure because its cost will not vary directly with any part-
icular service unit. Despite this fact it is desirable to
measure it and for that purpose either the number of customers
or the number of orders may be used,
12. Final Selection Made After Consideration of Pertinent Facts,
The preceding discussion has included all the units
of measurement that might be used for the functions given in
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Exhibit 5(1). In Exhibit 2 (2) other functions and service
units are listed. The selection of a service unit or a unit
of measurement will vary vjith the facts in each case and the
selection should be made only after the facts have been collect-
ed and studied. It should always be borne in mind that the
ideal unit of measurement is the one whose cost v/ould remain
the same under varying conditions provided the function is
always administered efficiently. Practically no such unit
exists but the nearest approach to it is the unit to be used.
C Summary
1. Determination of PMnctions, Accounts and Units of Measurement.
The basis of distribution cost accounting is the
classification of accounts by functions. The first step is
the determination of the functions that are to be used. Each
function should be clear cut and distinct. The distinction
shouldn't be too fine, instead the minor functions should be
combined with each other or with major functions. The pur-
pose of this is to avoid details that would serve no useful
purpose after they were compiled.
After the functions are decided upon the accounts
may be grouped under the functions. This is merely the setting
up of accounts to record the expenses of each function.
The final step is the determination of the units
to be used to measure the efficiency of each function. These
should be considered when the functions themselves are being
(1) See p30
( 2) See p 23
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determined but should be dec-ided upon definitely after
further study and thought have been given to them,
2. Functional Classification an Aid to Management,
After the three steps that have been discussed
have been taken a distribution cost accounting system has
been set up that has a very definite value to management.
The management can determine how each item of expense compares
with previous periods; it can determine how the total cost of
each function compares with the total cost for previous periods;
and it can determine how the unit cost of each function compares
with the unit cost for previous periods. It has in fact three
comparisons with previous periods in place of the usual one,
that of each expense account with the same account for a
previous period,
A distribution cost accounting system therefore
makes a valuable contribution to management in that It provides
the means of comparing operating expenses in more detail and
by operating functions. In this respect such a cost system
can be used by the general managers of the business. The
over-all results would be studied by the general mana^::ers and
the results of each function would be analyzed by the person
or persons responsible for that function.
A distribution cost accounting system is also the
basis of distribution cost analysis which is primarily for
the use of the sales manager. It is distribution cost ana-
lysis that shows which are the most profitable products and

which are the profitable territories. Distribution co
analysis therefore is the ultimate goal of distribution
cost accounting.
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Chapter Three
I Distribution Cost Analysis
A Importance of Distribution Cost Analysis
to the Sales Manager
1 . A Guide to Sales Planning,
"Distribution cost analysis is the compilation
and allocation of distribution costs for the purpose of pre-
senting facts and figures to be used in the investigation and
determination of marketing procedures." (1) Its function
is to furnish the information about costs that the manage-
ment needs to guide its sales planning. It should be as
valuable to the sales manager as production costs are to the
production manager.
The sales mana;:er cannot be content with a large
volume of sales. Ho must endeavor to make his total sales
as profitable as possible. This means more than instructing
salesmen to keep their returns and allowances as low as
possible, to keep their expenses down, and not to cut prices.
Keeping total sales as profitable as possible means selling the
most profitable merchandise, selling in the most profitable
territories and selling through the most profitable channels.
The sales manager can do this intelligently if the distribu-
tion costs can be analyzed for his particular purpose or
(1) See p. 10
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purposes and then Interpreted f.Dr hlra. His plans and his
decisions must be based to a great extent on the distribution
costs. Distribution cost analysis is the medium that brings
this cost information to him in useable form.
B, Hovv Analyses are Made.
1, Commodity Analysis.
The analysis of distribution costs for any parti-
cular purpose is made by bringing together all the costs that
affect the particular problem. This can best be illustrated
by explaining how an analysis would be made to show the pro-
fitability of a particular commodity or group of commodities.
The term "group of commodities" is used because in the case of
a company that sold a large number of items it would not be
practical to make an analysis of each individual commodity.
Instead the commodities would be classified in definite groups
and the cost compiled for each group. A food wholesaler, for
example, might classify his canned goods in one group of
commodities, his frozen goods in another and his bulk goods
in another.
2. Classification o f Commodities .
The first step in analyzing distribution costs for
a particular commodity or group of commodities is to name the
commodity or definitely define the group of commodities. In
defining or classifying a group of commodities there should be
some guides for determining the classification to which a parti-
cular product belongs. The guides to be used in making such
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classifications might be set by the following factors:
1. Price ranges.
2. Physical size or weight of items,
3. equality of output-first, second, millrun, etc.
4. Distribution channels - where different pro-
ducts are sold to industrial users, wholesalers,
and reta ilers
.
5. Similarity of design.
6. Size )f the sales unit - full cases, broken
case lots, etc.
7. Production costs.
8. Production methods.
9. Size of customer's orders.
10. Methods of financing. (1)
5 . Problem of Allocation.
After the commodities have been classified into
groups the problem is one of determining the costs that are
incurred directly and indirectly for that commodity or group
of commodities. The direct costs can be accumulated by the
simple process of addition. An example of direct costs for a
commodity would be the salaries and expenses of salesmen who
were selling only that commodity. The difficult part of dis-
tribution cost analysis comes in determining the portion of in-
direct or joint costs that are to be applied to the commodity.
An example of joint costs would be the salaries and expenses
of salesmen who were selling several commodities.
The allocation of indirect or joint costs to the
particular problem being analyzed is the most important factor
in the analysis. It must be exact as possible otherwise the
results of the analysis will not be dependable.
(1) J. B, Heckert "The Analysis and Control of Distribution
Costs", (New York, 1940) p. 86
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Since the illustration to be used is that of a com-
modity analysis it should be stated that there are relatively
few direct costs applicable to a commodity group. This is
true unless a company is large enough to distribute such a
large volume of goods that the distribution of each group is
handled more or less seperately. Another exception would
occur in the case of a company that distributed a large volume
but handled only a few items. Usually it would be the case
of a company whose salesmen sold a variety of products that
were handled and shipped from one warehouse. Under such
conditions all the costs would usually be joint costs and
would have to be allocated.
To make the illustration as clear as possible it
is to be assumed that the commodity group is canned goods and
that the analysis is being made for the company whose classifi-
cation of accounts by functions is shown in Exhibit 4 (1) and
whose functions and service units are shown in Exhibit 5 (2).
The commodity group is canned goods because in this particular
company this is a seperate department in so far as sales
records, cost of goods sold, returns and allowances, and cost
of returns are concerned. It can be assumed that there is a
buyer and an assistant for the 'iepartment and three loft men
who handle only canned goods, but that all the other costs
are joint costs. It should also be noted that the units
(1) See p. 26
(2) See p. 50
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in this classification are cases of canned goods which are of
approximately the same size and weight and which sell \vithin
a narrow price range.
4 , Direct Costs.
The direct costs to be applied to this analysis
are the salaries and expenses of the buyer and his assistant
and the wages of the loft nen. The wages of the latter
are direct costs because one entire floor is devoted to
canned goods and there are three men who spend all their
time working on this floor. All of these direct costs are
obtained from an analysis of the payroll records.
5. Indirect Costs.
The next step in the analysis is to determine
what other costs are applicable to the group of commodities and
the bases on which they should be allocated. This can best
be done by taking each function as given in Exhibit 5 (1) in
order and determining whether or not its costs are applicable
to the commodity group and if they are, to determine the basis
on which the cost should be allocated.
6 . Costs of Advertising
.
The expenses of the advertising function are appli-
cable to this commodity group because, obviously enough, some
of the advertising was for these products. It might be that
a definite advertising campaign was carried on for this group
of commodities. If that were the case the cost of that cam-
(1) See p. 30
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paign would be a direct cha-rge to the commodity group. The
remaining cost or the total cost if there were no such direct
costs would be charged to the commodity group on the dollars
of sales basis. Thus if the sales of canned goods were
•
25}b of the total sales then 25;^' of the cost of the adver-
tising function would be charged to that commodity group.
7 , Costs of Sales Department.
The next function is that of the sales department
which does not include salesmen's compensation and expenses.
There probably are no costs included in the total cost of this
function that are directly applicable to the canned goods
group. That being the case the costs of this function would
be charged to the commodity group on the dollars of sales
basis or possibly on the number of invoice lines basis.
3, Salesmen's Compensation and Expenses.
Salesmen's compensation and expenses do not include
any costs directly applicable to the canned goods commodity
group. If there were any salesmen who sold canned goods ex-
clusively then their salaries and expenses would be directly
applicable to the ccmmodity group. Since there are no sales-
men who sell canned goods exclusively salesmen's compensation
and expenses must be allocated. It might be that the salesmen
kept a record of the time they spent selling each group of
commodities. If they did their compensation and expenses
could be allocated among the commodity groups on the basis of
the time spent selling each. Kov;ever salesmen's time reports
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or records are rarely kept and when kept their accuracy is
questionable. In view of these facts the costs of the sales-
men can best be allocated on the dollars of sales basis
or the total costs of all salesmen together may be allocated
on the basis of total sales. Probably both methods should
be tried to see if they both give substantially the same
figures. If not the allocation of each individual salesman's
costs should be used as it would be the most accurate.
9 . Costs of Receiving Stock.
The cost of the fourth function, "receiving stock,"
probably doesn't include any costs that are directly applicable
to any commodity group. That would be the case unless there
was a seporate receiving department for certain commodity
groups. Exhibit 5 (1) shows that the cost of receiving
stock is measured in terms of the number of hundredweight
received or the number of merchandise units received. The
cost of the function would be allocated to the canned goods
commodity group on the basis of the numlor of hundredweight
received or the number of cases of canned goods received. In
this particular casc either basis of allocation could be used
since cases of canned goods all weigh about the same and are
of the same size and shape.
A standard handling unit is sometimes used as a
basis of allocation. In a study made by the Bureau of P6reign
(1) See p. 30
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and Domestic Coinnerce of the United States Department of
Commerce the department established by means of time studies
a case of canned goods as the standard handling unit, (1)
V/hen a standard handling unit is established all other com-
modities are reduced to an equivalent number of standard
handling units. Thus a bag of flour weighing twenty-five
pounds might be considered half a standard handling unit
while a bag weighing ninety-eight pounds might be considered
two standard handling units. When a standard handling unit
is used the cost per unit is found and the number of standard
handling units of each commodity becomes the basis of alloca-
ting the cost of receiving stock,
10 , Cost of Teaming Function,
Like the cost of receiving stock the cost of the
teaming function probably includes no costs that can be applied
directly to any commodity group. The total teaming cost
depends to some extent on the num'^er of deliveries that are
made since the time spent in making a delivery involves more
or less lost time and reduces the number of deliveries that can
be made. If each order was made up of only one type of commo-
dity then the cost of this function could be allocated on a
per order basis. However since most orders would be made up
of more than one type of commodity the cost of this function can-
not be allocated on that basis. The most satisfactory basis of
allocation is the number of hundredweight shipped. Records
are kept to show the number of hundredweight shipped by commodity
I
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groups. The total cost of the function is divided by the
total number of hundred^veight shipped and that figure is multi-
plied by the number of hundredweight of canned goods shipped to
get the cost of teaming applicable to that commodity group,
11, Cost of ^''illing Orders.
The sixth function is that of filling orders
which includes taking the merchandise out of stock and
conveying it to the shipping floor. The suggested basis of
allocation of this function is the invoice line. This means
that a record must be kept of the total invoice lines by com-
modities. The total cost of the function is divided by the
total number of invoice lines, and that figure is multiplied
by the number of lines for each commodity group to get the
portion of the cost of the function applicable to each commodity
group. The weakness of this method of allocation is that in
one case a shipment of t-wenty cases of canned goods might re-
present one invoice line while in another case a shipment of
one pint of extract might represent one invoice line. Ob-
viously it costs more for the former than for the latter yet
with this basis of allocation each would be charged with
exactly the same cost. In the illustration that is being used,
that of a distribution cost analysis of a comriodity group, it
happens that the commodity group is canned goods. These are
all stored on one floor with the result that the wages of the
employees on that floor make up the cost of filling orders.
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12. Cost of Assembling and Loading Function.
The assembling and loading function includes
the handling of the merchandise from the time it reaches
the shipping floor until it is on the trucks. The sug-
gested basis of allocation are the merchandise or standard
handling unit, the order or the invoice lines. The number
of orders cannot be used if each order is apt to be made up
of more than one commodity group. The invoice line may be
used but its accuracy is questionable If the weight or number
of units per invoice line varies. This leaves only the mer-
chandise unit or the standard handling unit. If a merchandise
unit were satisfactory there would be no need of a standard
handling unit. Therefore it can be implied that the standard
handling unit should be used unless the merchandise units are
of the same size, shape, and weight.
13. Cost of Building and Stock.
The eighth function is that of building and stock.
The cost of this function may be allocated according to the
square feet of space provided or used. Part of the cost of
this function will be allocated to the other functions since
they are performed by definite departments occupying space.
The portions thus allocated will be included in the total cost
of each of the other functions before its cost is allocated
to each commodity group.
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14 . Costs of Credit and Collection, Bookkeeping and
AdmlnlstratlonT
The last three funct-ions given in Exhibit 5 (1),
those of credit and collections, bookkeeping and adminis-
tration can be allocated on the basis of dollars of sales
or the invoice line. It might be possible to allocate the
cost of bookkeeping which includes all work on invoices and
accounts receivable, the work of the cashier, and miscellan-
eous bookkeeping on the basis of the invoice line since part
of the cost of this function, namely all work on the invoices,
would vary with the number of invoice linos. However unless
this particular item of cost was a significant one it would
not be much less accurate to allocate the total cost of this
function on the basis of the dollar of sales. The other two
functions cannot be allocated on any basis that is directly
applicable to particular commodity groups and therefore it
would be satisfactory to allocate them according to the dollar
sales of each commodity. Any direct costs such ws the salaries
of the canned goods buyer and his assistant woiild be deducted
from the costs of administration and charged directly to the
commodity group before the costs of the function were alloca-
ted.
15. Profit and Loss Statement for '-^omnodity Groups.
The costs of each function that have been allocated
to the commodity group are then used to prepare a profit and
loss statement for that commodity group. The general books
( 1) See p. 30
i
of account give the gross profit for the commodity group
from which is deducted the sum of these costs. The result
is the profit or loss that is being made on the sales of
this commodity group. If the analysis is made for only one
group of products the management must decide whether or not
the percentage of profit is large enough. If the analysis
has been made for more than one group of commodities then
the profitability of each group can be compared.
16 . Importance of Allocation.
It is obvious that the basis of allocation of the
costs of various functions is the most important factor in
a distribution cost analysis. The Policyholders Service
Bureau of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has made
a study of distribution costs in which is says:
"The basis used for allocat ion . . . is perhaps
the most important single factor in the accuracy
and practicability of the distribution cost
system. " ( 1)
17. Steps in Laking An Analysis.
The first step in actually making an analysis is
to study the costs of each function; first to determine which
costs are direct costs for the particular analysis being made
and second, to determine what is the best basis for allocatin
the indirect costs.
In the commodity analysis that was used as an
illustration the only direct costs were the salaries of the
(1) Metropolitan Life Insurance Gonpany "Accounting for
Distribution Costs" ( New York)p 15.
Ii
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department head and his assistant and the wages of the
loft men who worked on the floor on which all the canned
goods were kept. There might have been other direct costs.
It might be for example that a special advertising campaign
was mnde to increase the sales of canned goods. If this were
done then the direct costs of that campaign would be directly-
applicable to the canned goods commodity group. It might
also be that some canned goods were stored in public ware-
houses. If so, then those storage costs would be directly
applicable to the analysis. Thus the costs that make up the
total costs of each function should be carefullj studied to
see if there are any that are directly applicable to the
analysis being made. Such a careful study might also reveal
costs that are not nt all applicable to the analysis being
made. In the cat:e of the particular company for which an
illustrative commodity analysis was made there are costs
that are directly applicable to other commodities and those
should not be included in the cost of any function that is
allocated to the canned goods commodity group. The act of
allocating costs must be preceded by the selection of certain
costs that are directly applicable to the analysis and the
elimination of those costs tliat are entirely seperate and
distinct from the analysis.
18
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Preliminary Study Heflected in Chart Form.
Exhibit 7 (1) is an illustration of a chart that
( 1) Sae p. 5C
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should be made out before a distribution cost analysis
is made. It is a classification of accounts by functions
with columns to designate whether each cost is indirect or
semi-direct. The term "semi-direct" is used because in
reality there are no direct costs; the costs that might be
termed direct can be seperated from the other costs within
the accounts but they are not direct in the sense that they
make up the total costs of the account. In the illustative
charge some of the accounts are designated as indirect and
semi-direct. This indicates that under varying conditions
there might bo costs within the function that are directly
applicable to a particular analysis.
The bases of allocation that are listed for each
function (in the right hand column) are the bases that might
be used for the various types of analyses. The last line
under each function reads "bases of allocation of indirect
costs," On the same line under each type of analysis there
are one or more arable numerals which refer to the bases of
allocation listed in the right hand column. V/here there is
more than one numeral it indicates that there is a choice of
bases. The actual choice depends upon the characteristics
of the business for which the analysis is being made.
The chart was designed to illustrate the allocation
of costs for a wholesale grocery concern. It would be more
specific in that there would be fewer choices if it were made
for a particular concern. It would be changed in a greater
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de ..ree if it were made for another type of concern. Its
purpose is to show the various possible bases of allocation
and to bring out the fact that each company should make a
more specific chart for its own use in its distribution cost
analysis work. A chart of this type is a definite guide in
such work. It should be the object of exhaustive study and
should be changed as it is found to be inequitable. After it
has been prepared the remainder of the analysis is little more
than routine work.
C • Types of Analyses.
1, Commodity Analysis.
The commodity analysis is one of the most useful of
all analyses as it shows the profitability of various products
or groups of products. It also shows why a product is profit-
able or unprofitable. Dr. Taggert says that such an analysis
will show what characteristics of the unsatisfactory commodity
are to blame for their unprofitable showing. (1)
An analysis by commodities may also be a factor
to be considered in the setting of selling prices. This is a
delicate subject as most marketing men contend that prices are
set by competition and that distribution costs cannot be used
for such a purpose. It is still possible that under certain
circumstances selling prices might be based on such costs. It
might happen if there were no existing market price and it might
(1) Taggart "Distribution Cost Accounting for V/holesaling"
.
p, 16
(I
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also happen in the case of bids.
A detailed analysis by conmodlt ies need not always
be made. It might be that the characteristics of the several
commodities are such that the total distribution cost can be.
allocated on a uniform basis such as sales volume. However
there are several sets of circumstances that make the use of
any uniform basis of allocation impractical. Professor
Heckert gives four circumstances which would prevent the use
of such allocation. They are:
1. Differences in the amount or kind of
selling effort required.
2. Differences in physical and money volumes
per unit sold.
3. Differences in size of orders.
4. Differences in trade channels used. (1)
The advantages of the analysis of distribution costs
by commodities are described by Dr. Taggart as follows:
"An excellent characteristic of commodity
annalysis is that it can be carried to differ-
ent lengths at the same time. Nothing
theoretically prevents a determination of
costs for Commodity A on the one hand and
all other commodities on the other, although
little would be gained by doing so. A great
deal of the benefit of commodity analysis
comes from the ability to compare the perform-
ances of given commodities or commodity groups
with each other. The great advantage of the
flexible character of commodity analysis is
that the more minute procedures can be carried
on only in connection with lines which seem to
require it in order precisely to locate sources
of difficulty. Thus, while the business as a
whole might be subject only to department analysis.
(1) Heckert, "The Analysis and Control of Distribution Costs"
p. 85.
I
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the costs of ' handling the cornmodltles of
Department B, which shows unsatisfactory
performance as a whole, may be determined
individually. Obviously much time and
expense may be saved by such a procedure.
Another expedient which may be used when
cost analysis is to be a permanent feature
of managerial control is to make the more
minute breakdowns in rotation so that each
major commodity group receives attention
in its turn." (1)
This type of analysis would be more useful to a
retailer or a wholesaler than to a manufacturer unless that
manufacturer was also a large scale distributor. In one
case in which such an analysis was made the company reduced
its list of items by one-third and at the same time increased
its sales and profits. (2)
2. Analysis by Territories.
Each type of analysis is mude for certain definite
purposes and each requires a special procedure. An analysis
of distribution costs by territories, for example, is made to
find out what territories are not as profitable as others and
to get the facts necessary to control the distribution costs
within a territory. From the point of view of the sales
manager this is important because he can then direct his sales
effort into the most profitable territories and either withdraw
from unprofitable territories or take steps designed to in-
crease their profitability.
(1) Taggart "Distribution Cost Accounting for Wholesaling",
p. ^31
(2) J. C. Cresswell, "Manufacturing Profits and Selling
Losses", Magazine of V/all Street, (April, 1931)p816.

Certain things are required for analysis by
territories. First of all the territory should be clearly
defined and geographically distinguishable. It also helps
if it is served by its own salesman. Once the territory
has been defined it will be charged with the direct costs
applicable to it and the indirect costs will be allocated'
to it on a predetermined basis.
The actual determination of the costs that are
direct and of the basis of allocation will be made after the
facts have been studied. If a chart of the type illustrated
in Exhibit 7 (1) has been made it is only necessary to select
the costs of each function that are direct costs for the part-
icular territory being analyzed and charge them directly to
the costs of that territory. The remaining cost of each
function will be allocated on the basis shown for each function.
The fact that a need may exist for an analysis of
distribution costs by territories is illustrated by the
following excerpt from the Magazine of 'Hall Street:
"A textile manuf actiu'er who has been in'
business in New York since the year one,
found to his embarrassed confusion that
while he was selling goods at a loss in
Texas, let us say, and not knowing it,
he was overlooking profitable outlets
right under his nose up-state." (2)
The case of analysis by territories is put even
(1) See p. 52-
(2) J. C. Cresswell, "Manufacturing Profits and Selling
Losses", Magazine of Vvall Street, (April 1931)p816
I
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more strongly by Dr. Hilgert v^ho quotes an article from
a publication called "The Sphinx Talks",
"I have seen a concern stop selling in
half of its territories, and' although
its gross sales fell off 30/o, its net
profits rose from •>50,000 a year to
gVOjOOO. Unusual? Not a bit; I have
see in lesser degree the same result a dozen
times, and I haven't a doubt but that most
small and medium-sized concerns vjould in-
crease their dollars of profit by cutting
out'dertain of their territories. With
reverse English they would still further
profit by giving closer selling attention
to some t erritor ie s-or customers- -whose
full buying power has never been-but easily
could be-developed" (].)
3 . Analyses by Channels of Distribution and Methods of Sale.
Two other types of analysis are by channels of
distribution and methods of sale, "Channels of Distribution"
means sales direct to consumer, sales through a retailer,
sales through a wholesaler, or sales through a broker,
"Methods of Sale" means sales by salesmen, by mail, by tele-
phone, or by other agencies. The choice in either case may
be dictated by the general trade practice but even under such
conditions a knowledge of which is the most profitable vjould
be valuable if a change were contemplated.
These types of analysis would be made as special
studies to determine whether or not it woul.i be more profit-
able to change channels of distribution or methods of sale.
The actual analysis would be made by selecting the costs that
were directly applicable to the analysis and charging them
(1) J. R. Hilgert "Cost Accounting for Sales" (New York,
1926 )p 18
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directly to the analysis. The indirect costs of each
function would be allocated on a predetermined basis.
The direct costs and the bases of allocation for these
types of analysis are shovm in Exhibit 7(1)
^ • 3y Glasses of Customers.
The analysis of distribution costs by classes
of customers often brings out interesting facts. As a
rule manufacturers consider themselves fortunate if they
number among their customers large volume firms, such as
mail-order houses, chain stores. They reason that this
assures them of a good volume of business that, while it
may not be as profitable as the rest of their business, -will
at least meet its share of the overhead and perhaps show a
little profit. The following quotation shows what may
happen to a concern that sells its products to large buyers:
"Except in cases where the manufacturer
enjoys a strong consumer demand, sales to
mail-order and other mass buyers must be
made on a very close mark-up. Some manu-
facturers take these orders almost at cost
just to have a backlog in the plant, or in
the belief that such business holds down
overhead. But let us look at one case.
In' 1930 a manufacturer's total sales were'
01,200,000. Of this he sold 12 per cent,
or 0144,000 to mail-order and chain stores
at a mark-up of only 8 per cent. This
brought a gross profit of Oll»520 on nail-
order sales. The remainder of his volume
was ''•1,056 ,0a- on which his gross profit was
27 per cent, or 0285, 120-bringing his total
gross to :''296,640."
(1) See p. 52
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"Now let us look at the figures for 1938,
Sales to mail-order and chain stores increased
considerably but his total sales went down to
0900,000. Of this 28 per cent or 0252,000,
went to the mail-order house buyers at the
same mark-up-8 per cent, bringing a gross
profit of '"20,160 from mail-order sales.
This time he had but 0648,000 left for the
independents at his regular 27 per cent mark-
up. This brought a gross profit of G174,960
which when added to the ^20,160 he got from
sales to mail-order houses brought his total
gross profit to ',,'195, 120-off more than ol00,000
since' 1930, despite the fact that salaries,
taxes, and everything else going into overhead
have increased."
"For 1930 this manufacturer is going to obtain
a higher mark-up on his sales to mass buyers,
and he is planning to increase the total per-
centage of sales to small buyers at prices
which include a fair mark-up" (1)
This illustration brings out the importance in
certain cases of analysis by class of customers.
The first step in m.aking an analysis of costs by
classes of customers is to define the classes.
Customers may be classified according to:
1. Territories.
2. Annual volume of purchases.'
3. Size of average order.
4. The nature of their operations-o ,g. retailers,
wholesalers, manufacturers, etc.
After the classes of customers have been determined
the cost applicable to each class are charged to it. The costs
are studied to see whether or not there are any direct costs and
if so tViey are dieducted from the cost of the function to which
they apply and charged directly to the customer analysis. The
remaining indirect costs are allocated on one or more of the
(1) E. H. ^hanks "Use These Management Controls in 1940",
American Business (jec. 1939 )pl3.
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bases shown in Exhibit 7 (1) for each function.
The results to bo obtained from this type of
analysis should help the sales manager in deciding which
class of customer should be cultivated. It might also
result in an adjustment in prices to cover the cost of
services rendered an unprofitable customer group.
5. By Size of Orders .
There is one type of distribution cost analysis
that has been used more than others. It is analysis by
size of orders. Somehow there seems to have been an Intui-
tive knowledge that small orders cost nearly as much as
large orders but that the rate of gross profit is no larger.
Mr. Titus cites the case of 7/estern Electric which found
that out of 772,000 orders 462,000 were for less than n25
and each of these showed a loss of 4^1.63. (2)
An analysis of cost by size of orders is closely
related to the analysis of costs by customer groups and
classes of commodities. In fact one basis for determining
classes of customers, as has already been pointed out is
the size of the avarage order. Similarly one basis for
dividing commodities into groups was the size of the customers
orders. '-^^e purpose of an analysis by size of orders is to
determine the minimum size profitable order and to build as
( 1) See p. 52 •
(2) V/. F. Titus, "How the Accountant can Assist the Sales
Department in Controlling the Costs of Distribution,"
National Association of Cost Accountants Bulletin."
(January 15, 1932)p684.
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many orders as possible up to that size. Such an analysis
shows some unprofitable customers since customers iwho buy
the small orders are, of course, unprofitable. This type
of analysis might also show that certain commodities vteve
sold in small size orders and therefore that these commodities
tended to be unprofitable.
An analysis by size of orders requires that orders
be classified in groups according to value or weight. The
analysis is made by taking the costs of each function and
allocating them as direct or indirect co.-ts of the orders.
In Exhibit 7 (1) it was assumed that all costs were indirect
costs as none of the costs of any of the functions would
apparently vary directly with the number or size of the orders
unless these two features varied widely. J-'hat being the
case the cost per order would be determined by dividing the
total cost by the number of orders.
If the orders were classed according to price ranges
the next step would be to estimate the average price of the
orders within the price range and the estimated gross profit
of that order. 'J^his profit would then be compared with the
distribution cost per order to show the net profit or loss
for that order. This would be done for each class of orders.
If the orders were classified according to weight
groups the next step would be to find the average weight
within each group. One group might be made up of orders
(1) See p. 52
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under twenty-five pounds and the weight of the average order
within that group might be fifteen pounds. The cost per
orda? has ali-'eady been determined and the cost per hundreweight
ccn be found by dividing the cost per order by the weight of
the average order and multiplying by one hundred. Thus if
the cost per order was Gl.OO and the weight of the average order
was fifteen pounds it would cost o.067 per pound or 06. 70 'per
hundredweight to ship these small orders. If the average
weight per order was two hundred and fifty pounds it would
cost only O»40 per hundredweight to ship each order. This
variation is due to the fact that in the first case a hundred-
weight would be made up of six and two-third orders while in
the second case a hundredweight would be only two-fifths of
one order.
The analysis by size of orders may be made within
another type of analysis. For example after costs have
been analyzed by territories by commodities, by customers,
by channels of distribution and by methods of sale it may be
desirable to find out what is the minimum profitable size
order within a territory, for certain commodities, for cer-
tain classes of customers, for the different channels of
distribution and for the different methods of sale.
This analysis within an analysis is made by taking
the costs by functions that have been allocated to the
particular analysis and reallocating these costs to orders.
It has been assumed that all the costs applicable to orders
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are likely to be indirect costs. Therefore the total cost
of each analyses v;ould be divided by the number of orders
applicable to that analysis. The remainder of the procedure
would be as the same as has been described for a general
analysis by size of orders.
6. By Organization or Operating ^^ivisions.
One of the preliminary types of analyses that may be
made is by organization or operating divisions. If a concern
maintains branches the costs of each branch may be desired.
If the concern is strictly local, but carries several lines,
its costs might be analyzed by lines or departments. Such
an analysis might be similar to a commodity analysis as a
group of commodities might represent the cost or line-up
of a department.
This type of analysis is used most frequently in
retail stores but it is equally applicable to wholesalers whose
operations are divided among distinct merchandise departments.
It Is one of the easiest types of analysis to make provided
there is a distinct classification of merchandise, some se-
peration of responsibility and a physical segregation of the
department. The analysis is made by allocating the cost of the
various function on the basis suggested in Exhibit 7 (1).
7 • By Salesmen
Some concerns analyze their distribution costs by
(1) See p. 52
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salesmen. This may be a sort of weather-vane that tells which
way the wind is blowing as far as profitability of territories,
customers, or commodities is concerned. If this analysis
shows that a salesman is less profitable than he should be
the causes can be investigated. The fault may be with the
salesmen or with the territory he covers, commodities he
sells, classes of customers he sells, or the size of his
orders. i^uch an analysis is valuable then as a general
indication of whether or not distribution costs are excessive.
It is frequently found that the salesman who does the largest
volume is not always the most profitable. The results also
reveal the strong and weak points of the various salesmen
and may be used by the sales manager as a basis for improving
the work of the individual salesm.en.
An analysis by salesmen is made the same way that
the other analyses are made. The direct costs of each
function are charged to the salesmen directly and the indirect
costs are allocated on the basis shown in Exhibit 7. (1)
D. ' Summary
Distribution cost analyses furnish the facts that
guide sales mana;:ers in planning profitable sales. They
show that the emphasis should be on profit rather than
volume but they also show why volume is not profitable. They
show why certain products or territories are not as profit-
able as they might be and they thereby pave the way for making
( 1) See p ,52

such sales more profitable.
An analysis is made by bringing together all the
costs that affect the problem under consideration. These
costs are grouped in functions and each function is studied
to determine the costs within it that may be directly appli-
cable to the problem. The direct coats are charged direct-
ly to the analysis and the remaining costs are allocated
on a suitable basis.
The allocation of the indirect costs presents the
major problem in the analysis. The aim is to allocate the
costs in such a way that each analysis bears its fair share
of the indirect costs. The bases of allocation should be
determined only after a thorough study of all the facts.
V/hen they are decided upon they should be expressed in
chart form similar to Exhibit 7 (1). This chart should
also show the costs within each function that may be direct
for the various types of analyses.
There are many analyses that may be made. ^ Those
most commonly made are as follows:
1. By commodities,
2. By territories.
3. By channels of distribution.
4. By methods of sale.
5. By classes of customers.
6. By size of orders.
7. By organization or operating divisions.
8. By salesmen.
Each type has its place and usually only one or two would be
(1) See p. 52

made. The types of analysis that would be used vary with
the particular concern involved. It is Important to know
what results are wanted and how much work the company is
willing to put into the analysis; then a start can be
made. It would be wasteful of time and energy to start
with only a vague idea of what was wanted and t hen end
the study when the management decided that enough time had
been spent on it
.
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Chapter Four
I Standards and Budgets in Distribution Cost Analysis
A Distribution Cost Standards and Budgets
1, Distribution Cost Standards.
Distribution cost standards are estimates of
satisfactory performance of distribution activities.
They are based on an analysis of past operations, a know-
ledge of existing conditions, and a reasonable study of the
factors that will affect future operations. They should
represent results that will reflect efficient performance
and will be satisfactory to the r.anagement.
Distribution cost standards should be set for
each of the functions into which total distribution costs
are segregated. It has been explained that the cost of
each function is measured in terms of service units and
it is for these service units that standards should be set, (1)
2, Distribution Cost Budgets.
A diis trlbution cost budget is a plan of distri-
bution activities for the future. It is based on a company's
program for the coming period, which may be one month, three
months, six months, or a year. Such a program is made after
the sales for the period have been planned. Everything is
figured on the budget sales figure. The sale figure will
affect each distributive activity, for the number of units
(1) See p 31
I
of service of each distribution function will depend on the
number of sales transaction that are planned. After the
planned sales have been translated into a certain number
of service units for each function that number iS' multi-
plied by the standard unit cost of each function and thus
a budget cost for each function is determined.
B . Management's Need for Standards and a Budget.
1, Standards and a Budget live Control.
The accounting for distribution costs on a func-
tional basis makes possible the establishing of distribution
cost standards and a distribution cost budget. These are
important because of the additional control that they give
to management. Standards and a budget are yardsticks with
which unit costs and total functional costs can be measured
and controlled. They make possible the detection of devia-
tions and variances and afford the means of traceing them to
their sources. Steps can then be taken to remedy the causes.
It ip.ust be acl-mowledged that the control of all
operations is essential to good management. It is interest-
ing to note what Professor Heckert has to say about standards.
"Standards are primarily a total of control
by which performance is held to ,what it
should be. If w© know what effort should
be applied and what is actually used, what
the costs should be and what they are, what
results should be secured and what are
actually being secured; and if we can de-
finitely place the responsibility for un-
satisfactory performance; we are in a
position to control operations. This can
be affected by the prompt reporting of
adverse variances with full investigation
I(
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of cause and responsibility . Standards are
also essential to a satisfactory budget
procedure. The development of the future
program must be predicated upon a knowledge
of Twhat can be done and -what it will cost
to do it. (1)
It is also important not to overlook the fact that
favorable variances may occur and that in such cases the
causes should be investigated and credit should be given to
the persons responsible.
2. Comparisons V'/ith Previous Years Not Enough.
Control over distribution costs cannot be obtained
by comparing this year's figures with last year's figures.
The weakness is that last year's figures may not represent
efficient operations and therefore nothing is gained by
using them as a basis of comparison. Production costs
wouldn't be compared with the previous year's costs to de-
termine whether or not the production iepartment was operated
efficiently. Instead production costs are compared with
carefully prepared standard costs. The same should be true
of distribution costs. They should likewise be compared
with carefully prepared standards.
The importance of standards as a means of control
over costs is evident when it is realized that the only
alternative is to compare costs with the same costs for a
previous period. It is necessary to know what the costs
(1) Heckert. "The Analysis and Control of Distribution
Costs", p. 216
11
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should be rather than what they were last year.
"Only by comparison with an expected
level of accomplisbjnent can performance
really be measured at a ^Iven time.
Last year's results or the average of
results over a period of years do not
constitute reasonable goals or achieve-
ments for the activities of the coming
year. Unless all the influencing con-
ditions are the same in two instances, compar-
ison of performances may be meaningless. In
attempting to decide whether a performance is
efficient, without standards which take into
consideration current conditions, one must
really go through the process of setting up
standards in one's mind. An apparent im-
provement in current performance over that of
a year a_:o may in fact not present a true
picture in that, relstive to the opportunity
presented, the past performance may be the
better one. (1)
Distribution cost standards are not often used.
This is due to the fact that careful attention has been
given to distribution cocts for only a few years. Their
development is linked to the development of distribution
cost accounting and distribution cost analysis. Progress
has been slow but gradually it has been realized that dis-
tribution costs must be considered as carefully as product-
ion costs,
C • The IDstablishing of Staniards and the Budget.
1 . Cost Standards Can be Applied to Distribution.
Standards can be established for many of the
functions of distribution. It must be admitted that for
(1) Albert W.Frey, National Association' of Cost Accountants,
"Bulletin, Vol XVII No. 2, Section I, September 15, 1935
p. 56
.
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some functions such as advertising and selling the
psychological factors involved make standards less exact
than standards should be. However there are nany dis-
tributive functions for which standards may be set as
exactly as they are set for productive functions. These
functions would include: filling orders, getting out stock
for orders, handling, haulage, posting invoices to customers
accounts and pricing and extending invoices. For each of
these functions the unit of activity is something that can
be measured rather closely and for which a standard cost
can be deterrained.
The real answer to the question as to whether or
not standards can be set for distribution costs lies in the
fact that distribution costs involve so much money that some
control must be exerted over it. That control results from
the establishment of standard costs even though for some
functions variances must be expected. The work and study
that go into the establishment of the standards will in
themselves disclose conditions and facts, that will aid the
management in controlling distribution costs.
2. Classification of Accounts on the Functional Basis.
Distribution cost standards are based on the func-
tional analysis of distribution costs. After the costs have
been recorded by functions they are measured in terms of the
units of service performed by each function. It is these
units of service for which s tandard costs are set. The

value of the standard depends upon the care with which the
function irtas deteinnined and the unit of measurement that was
selected. '^hese two factors were discussed in detail in
Chapter Two. ( 1)
3, The Actual F.stablishing of Standards.
Distribution cost standards are set for the
service units by which the cost of each function is measured.
Thus the function "pricing and extending invoices" is
measured in terms of the invoice line. Past experience
may show that the cost of this unit has averaged .6 cents.
The study that goes into the setting of the standard may
show that by making certain changes the cost of this unit
can be reduced to .5 cents. The standard for the unit of
service is then established at .5 cents. This standard then
not only reflects the cost of this unit in the past but certain
changes that have been made as the result of a study of the
actual operations involved. It reflects not what the cost
has been, but what it should be.
4 . The Establishing of a Budget.
A budget is a plan for future operations. It is
based on the number of units of service of each function that
are expected as a result of the planned sales, and on the
standard cost of each of these units of service. Thus it
may be assumed that the budgeted sales volume was r;,5,000,000
(1) See pp. 20-3^
^
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and that 1,000,000 orders would be necessary to obtain this
volume and that these orders would contain 1,500,000 invoice
lines. To determine the budget cost of the function "pric-
ing and extending invoices" the number of invoice lines
(1,500,000) would be multiplied by the standard cost per
invoice line which is .5 cents. This gives a budget cost
figure of 075OO for that particular function. The budget
cost of each of the other functions would be determined the
same way.
D, How Management Uses Standards and a Budget,
1, Actual Costs are Compared with the Budget and Standards.
Actual costs are compared with the budget and with
standard costs. The comparisons are made monthly or perhaps
quarterly, semi-annually, or annually depending upon the
degree of control that is desired. Usually the comparisons
would be made monthly.
The first comparison would be that of actual costs
with the budget. It might show that -for the "pricing and
extending invoices" function the actual cost was ^700 and the
budget cost was C'625, Since the budget figure was based on
125,000 invoice lines the next step would bo to find out the
actual number of invoice lines. If the actual number of
invoice lines was 140,000 then the cost of ';700 is due to
the additional invoices, lines. However, if the actual
number of invoice lines was only 100,000 the unit cost per
invoice line would be .7 cents as compared with the standard

cost of ,5 cents. A condition like this would be investi-
gated to determine the causes.
It is the comparison of actual costs, with the
budget costs and standard costs that gives management the
control that it needs over these costs. The actual cost
of the function is com.pared with the 'oudget cost and the
actual number of units performed is compared with the number
upon which the budget figure is based. Neither one means
much without the other and the corr.parison actually resolves-
itself into a comparison of the actual unit cost with the
standard unit cost. It is the comparison of the two unit
costs that show whether or not the functions are being per-
formed as efficiently as planned.
E. Other Factors Affecting Standards.
1. Variable Costs.
Standard costs should be based on the items of cost
within a function that vary with the number of units of
service performed. This means that the fixed costs such as
rent and light and heat should not be included. The goal is
to get a unit cost that will not vary as the number of units
increases or decreases. Practically of course, this goal
cannot be attained but a closer approach can be made if the
fixed costs are eliminated. V/hen this is done the budget
cost is based on the estimated number of units and the fixed
costs are added after that figure has been calculated. Thus
the standard cost of .5 cents per invoice line might be made
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up of .47 cents variable costs and .03 cents fixed costs. (1)
F» Conclusion.
1. Standards and a Budget are Made Possible by Distri-
bution Cost Accounting,
Distribution cost standards and the distribution
cost budget are a use of the information made possible
through distribution cost accounting. Distribution cost
accounting requires costs to be kept on a functional basis.
This is done so that the accounting records will show what
it costs to perform each of the distributive activities or
functions. After the costs of each function have been
determined they are divided by the number of units of service
of each function to show the cost per unit. This is done
so that these unit costs can be compared from period to period
since it is evident that they will reflect differences in
operating efficiency more quickly tlian will the total costs of
the function.
After actual unit costs have been established it is
relatively simple to establish standard costs. The actual per-
formance of a unit of service is studied to see if it can be
improved upon and existing conditions such as the cost of
labor, materials and supplies are studied to see if they affect
the unit cost. On the basis of past operations and these
two studies the standard costs are determined.
( 1) See p. 79
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The budget is of course based upon the standard
unit costs and the number of units of service of each
function that it is planned to perform.
"Planning of sales activities can best
be done in terms of the operations to be
performed - the telephone and personal calls
to be made by salesmen, the number of mail
solicitations, the orders to be received,
recorded, filled, packed, loaded and delivered,
the Invoice lines to be written, priced, and
extended, and so forth and so on through all
the processes required in acquiring and dis-
posing of the goods ^jvhich it is intended to
sell.^ (1)
The budget costs are determined after the planned
sales activities have been analyzed to show how many units
of service of each function will be performed. The number
so determined for each function is then multiplied by the
standard unit cost for each function to arrive at the bud^-et
cost for each function.
2. Advantage of Standards and a Budget.
The advantage of standards and a budget is that
they offer a comparison of actual costs with costs as they
ought to be. Usually costs can only be compared with costs
for a previous period which may or may not reflect efficient
operations. After standards have been determined they serve
as a yardstick by which actual costs are measured. Comparisons
are usually made monthly thus any variances can be detected
before they become serious. It is this constant check-up
right at the source that gives management a valuable control
(1) Taggart, "Distribution Cost Accounting for Wholesaling."
p. 11

over the operation of the distributive functions
I
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Chapter Five
I Distribution Cost Reports
A Importance of Distribution Cost Reports.
1, Reports Contain Results of Analysis.
The value of all the time and labor spent in
distribution cost accounting and the subsequent analysis
of the results may be lost unless the information is report-
ed to the management in good form. These reports contain
the results of the analysis and their value depends upon
the manner in which they present the evidence.
Report-making is almost an art in itself. It
calls for an open mind and complete fairness. A person who
makes an analysis is apt to form his own opinions and is
very apt to report the facts that influenced the formation
of his opinions. Tendencies of this nature should be guarded
against for the report should contain all the facts necessary
to carry on a function that is showing a loss. An analysis
of costs by customers may show that certain customers are
sold at a loss, yet the executive may feel that these custom-
ers are potentially profitable.
2. Reports should be Planned for" Executives for '.^niom
They are Prepared. '
The executive to whom the report is to be made
should be considered when the report is being prepared. The
aim should be to adapt the report to the known likes of that
I
executive. If an executive Is known to dislike figures
then only those that are absolutely necessary should be
Included In the report and they should be included in
as interesting and clear a manner as possible. There may
be an executive who likes to analyze figures, if so he
should be given all the figures definitely pertaining to
the subject of the report.
3. Unimportant Details Should be Omitted.
All reports should omit unimportant details.
The details that are unimportant will vary in every case
but if a report was being made of overtime wages for the
purposes of control, an unimportant detail might be overtime
of f:2 paid in the stenographic departm.ent. Accountants and
bookkeepers are prone to tie in all details that are of no
practical value except in balancing the books, A report
of salesmen's yearly mileage costs might include the costs
of one or two men in the sales department who covered a route
as a substitute for one or two weeks, or viho made three or
four special trips. Things like these are unimportant to
an executive who is Interested only in the mileage costs of
the regular salesmen.
4 • Basis of Corrective Action Should Suggest Itself.
Wherever possible the report should be presented
in such a manner that a basis of corrective action suggests
itself. This is not contradictory to the statement that
1/
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reports should be unbiased and not reflect the opinion
of the person preparing the report. This principle of
report-making can be illustrated using a mileage cost
report as an example, A company may own the cars of some
of its salesmen and may have other salesmen viho use their
own cars and are paid a monthly allowance plus a mileage
allowance. In a company such as this, one purpose of a
mileage cost report would be to compare the cost of company
owned cav^ T)»ith the cost of personally owned cars. Let us
assume that the cost per mile of the personally owned cars
is more than that of the company owned cars. In such a
case the cost of the personally owned cars would be refigured
on a lower monthly allowance or mileage allowance that vjould
bring the cost per mile in line with that of the company owned
cars. Such information would be suggested corrective action.
The executive who reads the report would know that if the
amount allowed for the use of personal cars was reduced by
so many dollars per month, or per mile then the cost of
such cars would not be excessive. The action that might be
taken is immediately apparent to him. V;/hether or not he
takes that action is beside the point but because of such
information the report is of infinitely more value to him.
This is alout as far as one can go in suggesting
corrective action. It is probably better to be a little
timid in this respect than to be too bold. The subject
matter of the report is the guide. In the case of the
1
mileage cost it is reasonable to show what the results
would be if the monthly allovjance were different. If a
report was made on salesmen's traveling expenses it would
not be reasonable to show what the results would be if each
salesman were -allowed a fixed amount per day because some
salesmen might travel in territories where their expenses
would be higher or they might sell customers who expected
to be entertained. This is a type of report that involves
matters that are not within the scope of the accountant's
knowledge. The things that the accountant wants to include
may later be asked for by the executive but that does not
mean that they should have been in the original report.
B. Content of Reports.
1, Actual Costs.
ViHien one speaks of reports he means either regular
routine reports set up as a part of the accounting system
or he means special reports made in answer to specific
requests. The contents of the special report depends on
its subject matter more than on anything else although it
may have many of the features of a routine report. Since
it is distribution costs that are concerned it is only
natural to assume that the regular routine report will be
expressed in figures. If it is true that figures by them-
selves mean practically nothing then it is obvious that they
should be the actual costs. This means that the report
should not set forth the standard costs, or the budget

costs, but the actual costs adjusted only for deferrable
amounts. The costs that are included vjould be analyzed as
to their nature and function. The costs of the shipping
departments would be shown as wages, supplies, insurance,
rent, etc. The actual costs that are put in the report
would then be compared with the costs of previous periods,
with standard costs, and with the budget. It is generally
agreed that comparisons with previous periods are not a
good basis of action but nevertheless they are usually made
and they at least satisfy someone's curiosity. It is the
comparison with the standard costs and with the budget costs
that are of most value. From these comparisons the manage-
ment can see whether or not things are going according to
plan and if they are not special studies can be made to see
what has happened. This it the control that management
needs and wants; it is the type of control that it gets over
production costs and that it can get over distribution costs,
2. Distribution Results Obtained.
A report should also contain the results that have
been accomplished by the function being reported. The
actual costs and the comparison of these costs with previous
perlois, standards, and the budget mean more if the results
obtained are ivicluded. Thus in a report on the costs of the
shipping department there should be included either the
niimber of pieces shipped, the total weight shipped or the
value of pieces shipped. A report without some mention of

of the results obtained is like getting a price quotation
for a case of canned goods and not being told whether they
are fancy, choice, or standard, or how many cans are in the
case.
purposes of setting prices. There is considerable contro-
versy as to "Whether or not prices aren't set by competition,
but it is generally agreed that regardless of how they are
set they must be high enough to show a i^rofit. Distribution
cost reports should be made to show the net margin under ex-
isting prices, the net margin being the difference between
the selling price of the product and the cost of the product
plus the cost of distributing it. If no profit is being
made an estimate should be made of the volume necessary to
obtain a profit at the existing price,
3 , Routine Accounting Reports ,
a distribution cost system. These routine reports would
be for each function. The reports that would be made for
the company whose functions and service units are given in
Exhibit 5 (1) are as follows:
Certain reports might be made to be used for the
Several reports would be made regularly as a part of
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Advertising expenses
Sales Department expenses.
Selling expenses.
Receiving expenses.
Teaming expenses
Filling Orders expenses
Assembling and Loading expenses.
( 1) See p 30
I
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8. Building and Stock Expenses,
9. Credit and Collection I'-xpenses,
10. Bookkeeeping expenses,
11, Adminstration expenses.
These reports would be made by listing under each
function the various expenses that make up that function,
^here would be a line for each item of expense with columns
on the right in which would be put the costs for the current
period, the same period last year, and the budget or standard
cost. The last two lines would show the number of service
units performed and the unit cost. Exhibit 8 is an illustra-
tion o f such a report.
As these reports represent the functions under wliich
distribution costs are classified it is a comparatively simple
matter to prepare them. Outside of determining the unit
costs all that is necessary is to copy the balances of the
accounts at the close of each month.
Exhibit 8
Functional ^ost Report
Trucking - January 1943
Budget 1943 1942
Lai-.or ^31050 J^.1100 vlOOO
Repairs 150 200 125
Depreciation of Trucks 75 75 75
Gasoline, Oil and Grease 50 75 45
Garage 10 10 10
Sundry Trucking Expense 40 50 35
Outside Trucking 225 300 200
Total ^^.1600
'
01810 01490
Hundredweight Shipped 600 750 700
Actual Cost per Hundredweight $2.41 OS. 31
Standard Cost per Hundredweight $2.00 C^2.00

r
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4. Reports Based on Analyses
Additional reports could be made based on the
results of the distribution cost analyses that are raade.
It should be realized that the routine reports that have
been described reflect the information obtained from a
distribution cost accounting system but do not in any way
show the results of the analysis of such information, A
report would be made out for each analysis that was made.
In Chapter Three, seven types of analyses were described. (1)
As there would be a report for each type of analysis there
would be the following reports of distribution costs,
1, By commodities.
2, By territories
3, By channels of distribution.
4, ^y methods of sale.
5, By classes of customers.
6, By size of orders.
7, By salesmen.
These reports are really profit and loss statements
for the analysis involved. Thoy show the gross profit and
the costs of each function that are applicable to the analysis.
The difference between the gross profit and the total func-
tional costs is the profit or loss for that particular analy-
sis. A report of this kind is illustrated in Exhibit 9,
(1) See p. 59-70
:
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Exhibit 9
Results of Analyses of Canned 'joods Commodities Group.
Analysis Made for Six Months Ending June 50, 1945
«
Gross Sales 100,000
Less: Returns and Allo-wances ' 100
Net Sales 99,900
Less: Cost of Goods Sold 40,000
Gross Profit 59,900
Deduct Direct Costs_ of Commodity Group
Salaries of i^epartment Head and Assistant O^OOO
^Vages of Loft lien 1000 6000
Gross Profit After Deducting Direct Costs 55900
Deduct: Cost of Functions Allocated to Com-
modity Group
Advertising. 0 500
Sales Department. 1000
Salesmen's Compensation and Expenses. 5000
Receiving Stock. 1000
Teaming. 900
Filling Orders. 600
Assembling and Loading. 600
Building and Collection. 500
Bookkeeping. 1500
Administration. 5000 14,600
Net Profit. 59 , 500
Number of Cases Sold
.
==
Profit per Case. 20,000
1.93
6 • Special Reports .
In addition to the reports based on the cost of
the functions and the reports based on the results of the
analyses, special reports may be required from time to time.
Such reports might be in the nature of estimates as to the
,
effect of proposed changes in distribution policies. Special
reports might be made to show the relationship of distribution
costs to the total costs of the business, or to show the
trend of the costs of the various functions. The cost of the
selling function, for example, might be a smaller percentage
1
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of the total distribution cotts than formerly while the
cost of filling orders might be a larger percentage than
formerly. The accountant should be alert to detect any
facts that he thinks should be the subject of special reports,
C . Form of x^eports.
1. No Set Forms.
There are no set forms for distribution cost
reports but like other reports after a particular form has
been used two or three times it becomes a set form. At
the start however, the report may be in the form of a narra-
tive, a chart or a graph. Exhibit 8 (1) is a chart and is
the type commonly used. A graph would be used to show the
costs of each function in dollars and cents compared to each
other and to total distribution costs. This type of chart
is illustrated in Exhibit 10 (2). A narrative report is a
description of results in words. It is more difficult to
make because not only must the results be known and understood
but they must be expressed clearly.
The general idea is to choose a form that fits the
information on hand and brings out its importance at a glance.
The form of report to be used presents as much opportunity
for ingenuity as does the contents of the report. It aids
in the ultimate success of the report by bringing out clearly
the importance of the data presented. Like the contents the
(1) See p. 90
(2) See P. 94
1r
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form should be designed for the executive for whom the rfjport
is prepared.
Exhibit 10
Costs of Distribution Functions in Relation to Total
' Distribution costs and to Each Other for 1942
Total Distribution
Costs
Advertising
Sales Department
Salesmen's Compen-
sation and
Expense
Receiving Stock
Teaming
Pilling Orders.
Assembling and Load-
ing
Building and Stock
Credit and Collect-
ion
Bookkeeping
Administration
$160^000
as, 000
io,ooo
15,000
25,000
30,000
10,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
10,000
20.000
D. Frequency of Reports.
1. Frequency Varies \'yith Different Reports.
The frequency with which reports should be made is
something that should also be considered. Reports that are
made too often tend to be accepted as mechanically as they
are made out and thus lessen in value. Sometimes reports
are made out at intervals so short that the information con-
tained in the reports is not complete enough to be valuable.
It may also be that reports are not made frequently enough
so that after they are made it is too late to correct weaknesses
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that they reveal. As a general rule reports should be made
monthly, quarterly or annually. The costs by functions that
have been referred to should be reported monthly; the results
of the various distribution cost analyses should be reported
not oftener than quarterly and possibly only annually. Here
again it may depend upon the individual who receives the
report
•
E. Conclusion.
Distribution cost reports are important because
they contain the results of all the distribution cost work.
If they are not made out intelligently all the work that has
been done to get the necessary information is wrested.
The reports should be planned for the executive
for whom they are prepared. They should contain the infor-
mation in the form that that executive favors. The reports
should contain only the important facts and where unsatisfact-
ory results are being reported a basis of corrective action
should suggest itself.
The reports should contain actual costs and, for
the purposes of comparison, standard costs and costs for the
same period in the previous year. The report should also
state the distribution results obtained.
There are no set forms for distribution cost reports
but the form should be selected to fit the information to be
reported and the executive to whom the report is to be made.
The reports are important and deserve serious con-

sideration. They are the medium by which the information
obtained through distribution cost accounting and analyses
are transmitted to the management. They then become the
basis of any action the management decides is necessary.
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Chapter Six
I Use by I.Ianagement of Distribution Cost Analysis
A Final Objective of All Distribution Cost Work.
1, Doesn't Necessarily Mean Action.
The actual use by management of the information
that has been obtained through distribution cost accounting,
distribution cost analyses, and distribution cost reports is
the final objective of all distribution cost work. "Use by
management" means consideration and study of the facts that
are contained in the distribution cost reports. It doesn't
necessarily mean action by management since action isn't
always advisable. It does mean the use of these facts in
future planning by managemer.t. Special studies or investiga-
tions may be launched at once to find ways of remedying the
weaknesses that have been revealed.
2, Specific Uses.
There are many specific uses that can be made of
the information that can be obtained through reports of the
results of distribution cost analyses. Each type of analysis
shows certain facts that should be considered by the management
in connection with marketing problems.
The commodity analysis shows the relative profitabi-
lity of the various products. This information should be used
to increase the profitability of the company's total sales.
That can be accomplished by selling more of the high profit
items, by increasing the profitability of the low profit items.
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or by a combination of both.
The analysis of territories shows the relative pro-
fitability of the various territories. The management can
increase the profitability of its total sales by selling more
in the profitable territories, taking steps to make the less
profitable territories more profitable or by a combination
of both.
The analyses by classes of customers likewise shows
where and how greater profits can be made. It may be that
larger profits can bo made by eliminating certain classes of
customers or it may be more practical to try to make these
classes more profitable.
The analysis by channels of distribution may show
that where two or more channels are being used one may actually
be unprofitable. In such a case sales through that channel
may be gradually reduced so that the losses through such sales
are reduced to a minimum.
The analysis by methods of sales may -•.:0W that it is
most profitable to sell by mail or telephone. In such a case
the other methods of sale may be subordinated to the more
profitable method with a resulting increase in profits.
The analysis of sales by order sizes will definitely
show that certain size orders are unprofitable. In such a
case a real effort should be made to decrease the number of
orders in that classification.
The analysis by operating divisions or departments
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will show the degree of profitability of each division. It
is not possible to make all departments just as profitable but
it is valuable to know which are the less profitable so that
special efforts can be made to make them as profitable as
possible
.
The analysis by salesmen will show the relative
profitability of each salesmen. The study of each salesman's
performance will show his strength and weakness and should
result in the improvement of all salesmen.
3. Suggested Remedies.
The steps that should be taken to correct weaknesses
that are disclosed will vary with the individual company and
with the problem itself. V/hen a commodity is found to be
unprofitable the following steps may be taken. (1)
1. Repackage the product.
2. '-hange the method of construction or the quality
3. Simplify the line.
4. Reduce the unit of purchase to increase stock
turn
.
5. Reduce the cost of production,
6. Increase (or decrease) the price.
7. Increase (or decrease) the amount of advertising
and promotional work,
8. Reappraise the efficiency of advertising done.
9. Alter the channels of distribution.
10. Reduce the stock carried for a few customers
only
,
11. Arrange with one or more competitors for each
to concentrate on a few of the products creat-
ing losses for one of the group and supplement
the arrangement by agreements to sell to one
another at low cost.
12. Arrange to sell on consignment.
(1) D. R. Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis" (New York
1941) pp. 199-204.
I
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13. Change brands or sources of supply.
14. Continue sales at a loss,
15. Substitute another product.
16. Eliminate the product.
These steps represent a use that can be made of distri-
bution cost analysis. The analysis has shown that a certain
commodity is unprofitable; with the fact in mind the list that
has been given represents suggestions for correcting that
situat ion
.
For another illustration let us s.ippose that an
analysis was made of the profitability of certain customers
and that it was found that certain customers were unprofi-
table because of the small size of their orders. In such a
case a study should be made with the aim of reducing the costs
of such customers and also of reducing the cost of small
orders in general. Such a study would take into considera-
tion the following suggestions: (1)
A. Packing:
1. Reduce the package unit to minimize broken
package problems.
2. Employ package units of several different
sizes
.
3. Develop assortment packages.
4. Leave some merchandise unpacked and pack
to order.
5. Find cheaper ways of packing and shipping.
6. Fill small orders in slow periods of the
day.
B. Delivery:
1. Employ public warehouse and delivery
service
.
2. Promote club buying for single delivery.
(1) Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis," pp 204-214.

3. Reduce services offered on small orders.
Sales promotion;
1. Attempt to improve the effectiveness
(pulling po\ver) of advertising, or increase
the appropriation.
2. Decrease the promotional efforts
directed at the customers themselves.
Contact customers;
1, Show retail or wholesale customers the
high cost of frequent orders and the
loss they suffer from, "outs."
2. ^hovi customers that their mutual interest
lies in the lower costs obtainable by the
seller from larger unit orders.
3. Induce the distributor to handle the
sellers' products exclusively.
4, Establish a customer aid department.
Instruct salesmen:
1, Place salesmen on a commission basis.
2. Attempt to increase the amount of the
line extension.
3, Avoid order taker salesmen.
4. Reduce missionary work among customers
of the type found to order in unprofit-
able quantities.
5, Use sub-salesmen.
6. Solicit less frequently.
Change sales policies;
1. Turn small orders over to jobbers.
2. Sell in certain areas or to certain
groups of customers through brokers
or agents of some other sort.
3. Arrange for mail solicitation.
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4, Guarantee against price decline.
5, Loosen credit restrictions.
6, Guarantee a minimum stock turn.
7, Sell on a consignment basis.
8, Employ quantity discounts.
9, Charge postage or express for orders not
large enough to be profitable if services
are rendered to the buyer.
10. Charge a service fee for credit and delivery
in orders below a minimum size.
11. Make an extra charge for drop shipments.
12. .deduce the product trade discount.
13. Raise or lower the (suggested) final price
to consumers.
14. Establish a minimum size of order that will
be accepted.
15. Refuse to sell broken 5-ots.
15. Diversify the line.
17. Reduce and finally stop soliciting the trade
of customers providing small orders.
18. Refuse small orders.
19. Change the channels of distribution.
This list of suggested remedies applies to unpro-
fitable conditions revealed by an analysis of classes of
customers and by an analysis by size of orders. It is an
exhaustive list but it worth reporting in detail because it
shows that there are any number of steps that management
can take when it finds through distribution cost analysis
that certain classes of customers and certain size orders are
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unprofitable.
If the analysis of tertitorles shows that certain •
territories are unprofitable then ways and means of making the
territories profitable must be sought. The remedy may be
in one of the following suggestions:
1. Rearrange territorial l:oundaries.
2. better balance of territorial effort
to sales potentialities.
3. cbanges in methods and channels used
In certain territories,
4. Ghahges In physical facilities of
territories .
5. Shifting of salesmen.
6. More emphasis on neglected lines.
7. Abandonment of territories. (1)
The suggested remedies for. unpro: itable channels
of distribution as revealed by cost analysis are:
1. Abandoment of unprofitable channels.
2. Changes in products.
3. Changes in territories.
4. Changes in methods of sale.
5. Increase promotional efforts directed at channels.
6. Build up consumer demand for product.
7. Establish a minimum size order.
The suggested remedies for unprofitable methods of
sale are:
1. Abandoment of unprofitable methods.
2. Changes in products.
3. Changes in territories.
(1) Heckert "The Analysis and Control of Distribution Costs",
p. 73,
Ii
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4, Sales training
5, *-'hanges in channels of distribution.
6, Increase promotial efforts directed towards
unprofitable methods of sale,
7, Build up consumer demand for product,
8, Establish a minimum size order,
9, Raise or lower prices.
10, Diversify the line.
An analysis may show that there are some unpro-
fitable salesmen. In such cases the remedy may be one of
the following:
1, Eliminate the salesmen,
2, Change products he sells,
3, Change territory in which he sells.
• 4, Change class of customers to whom he sells,
5# Increase promotional efforts in his line and
in his territory.
6, Put him on a commission basis.
7, Eliminate his unprofitable customers,
8, Sales training.
If an analysis shows that certain operating depart-
ments or divisions of the business are unprofitable the following
remedies may be studies:
1, Eliminate the department,
2, Make changes in product,
3, Add new territories and eliminate old ones,
4, Change channels of distribution.
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5. Change methods of sale.
6. Raise price of product.
7. Reduce stock carried.
8. Change the management
These lists of suggested remedies are not complete.
There are any number of remedies and the ones to be chosen
depend upon the facts in each case. Frequently, a study
will have to be made to determine the best way to remedy
the situation. These studies are undertaken not only when
unprofitable conditions are revealed but when conditions are
revealed that are less profitable than the management thinks
they should be.
4, Reports do Not Solve Problems.
It is important to make clear that distribution
cost reports based on the results of specific analyses do
not solve problems, they simply present problems that the
management did not know existed. The facts that have thus
been uncovered aid in the solution of the problems.
5, Reports May be Used to Increase Effectiveness of Salesmen.
The management should use the facts made available
to increase the effectiveness of its salesmen. To start with,
distribution costs can be analyzed by salesmen and thus the
profitability of each salesman can be determined. VJlth that
fact in mind the salesman's activities can be further analyzed
to show his specific weaknesses which might include selling
too much of a low profit item, or selling too many small cus-
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customers. It can be explained to him that if he sells more of
a line A thaii he has been, his profit will be larger; he can be
shown that tho same will be true if he spends more time with
larger accounts or builds up his small accounts. There is no
doubt but that distribution cost analysis gives the sales
manager all the information he needs to increase the profitabi-
lity of his sales force,
6 . Results of Analyses May be Used to Guide Legislation.
It is sometimes advantageous to have distribution cost
data available when certain federal or state regulation of
business is at hand. This was true at the time of enactment
of the Robinson-Patman Act and it is very true now that business
is being controlled through price regulations issued by the
Office of Price Administration. In the wholesale food industry
for example, prices are set at specific mark-ups over delivered
costs. These mark-ups obviously must nake allowances for dis-
tribution costs and someone must have some knowledge of about
what those costs are. The weakness is that the knowledge from
which the rate of mark-up is determined may not be true of the
wholesale food industry as a whole or it might not be true of all
types of food wholesalers. No one, of course, should set up
a distribution cost system merely to have the information in
case it is needed, but if such a system is in operation here is
another use that can be made of it. If the wholesale food in-
dustry had made a thorough study of its distribution costs, it
would have had the information needed to correct any Inequities
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that might exist in the rates of mark-up that were allowed.
It is interesting to note in this connection, that the
account-
ing department of the Office of Price Administration is headed
by Dr. Taggart, author of the Department of Commerce's study-
on "Distribution Cost Accounting for Wholesaling". It is
also worth mentioning that the government as represented by
the Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission
has given more study to the problem of distribution costs than
any individual business or trade association. (1)
7 . Examples of Use by Liana :;ement
.
To show that distribution cost analysis can be used
by management It is only necessary to show that it has been
used by management with great success. One example is as
follows
:
"A western manufacturer of farm implements
got a dose of the national market complex.
He got the market all right but was puzzled
to know why his profits declined as his
volume of business grew. An analysis showed
that there was a demand for and a profit on
everything he was selling beyond tliat limit." (2)
This is one example of what will be disclosed by an analysis
of distribution costs by territories.
The analysis of distribution costs by commodities
will also disclose sources of loss.
"A hosiery company, manufacturing 60 lines
found that &d/o of their business was in 19
(2) j!^c!*Cresswell, "Manufacturing Profits- and Selling Losses,"
Magazine of '-Vail Street , p47 :p814 (April, 1931. )
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lines. Independejnt \vholesale grocers
carry perhaps as many as 2200 items, but
the chain store warehouses manage to get
along vjith from 800 to 1400." (1)
A similar situation was discovered by the Jantzen
Knitting
Mills wViich attributes much of its success to a policy
of
restricting the variety of articles offered for sale and
con-
centrating its styling, advertising and selling on a
smaller
number of items. (2)
The Dennison Manufacturing Company is usually thought
of as the outstanding exponent of distrib^^tion cost
account-
ing. (3) It is interesting to relate therefore
what one of
their men said about the costs of order-handling and order-
filling.
"In our own case we were somewhat appalled
when we first came to learn that they
amounted approximately to ^1, 350, 000 com-
pared with a cost of factory operations of
some r^S, 500,000 and average yearly sales of
some f'l7,000,000. And our astonishment only
increased when we started to investigate the
'randling costs in certain specific types of
orders, and proceeded to learn of the really
large number of instances in which they were
choking off all profits." (4)
The small-order problem is one of the most trouble-
some problems confronting business in normal times.
It is
fl^ V/. F. Titus. "How Accountants Can Assist- the Sales
Department in Controlling Cost of ^7^/°"' ' Jq5
Association of Cost Accountants bulletin (Jan. 15 19o2)
6bo
(2) Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis' p.
206.
[l] f^^Taumannf "The' Development of Standard Order Handling
ind Ord^r FininrCosts",'lIational Association of
Cost Account-
ants Bulletin (January 15, 1933) p. 778
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a problem that is quickly- revealed by distribution cost
analysis and the remedies that are put into effect are easily
measured through distribution cost analysis. Once the pro-
blem is discovered steps can be considered that v/ill remedy
it. A Chicago mail-order house, Spiegel, May Stern and
Company solved its small-order problem by refusing all orders
below '"5.00. It also reduced the number of catalogues mailed
by one-third and put its selling effort in the items that show-
ed the greatest gross profit. The results were a profit of
^1, 300,000 in 1933 compared with a loss of C300,000 in 1932 (1)
All of these examples are important because they
show that distribution cost analysis is an aid to good management
in bringing to light unprofitable distribution conditions that
can be revealed only through distribution cost analysis. These
examples are also important because they show that steps can be
taken to correct these unprofitable conditions. It is also
apparent that unless steps are taken to correct these unprofit-
able conditions a good part of the value of the distribution
cost work is wasted. Some of it is not wasted, however,
because even though the conditions revealed by the analyses
are apparently ignored by the management the mere knowledge of
such conditions will have a subconscious effect on future de-
cisions .
(1) W. F. Titus "How Accountants Can Assist the Sales
Department in Controlling Cost of Jistribut ion ; " p. 635.
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8. Management Must Study Reports.
One thing that may affect the use by management of
distribution cost reports is the time that management has to
devote to study of the reports. To get the maximum good out
of these reports the m.anagement should study them thoroughly.
This implies that the executives involved will not be so tied
down by detail that they have no time available for other
things. Maximum use of distribution cost reports may call
for a management research department that can devote special
study to these reports. It might imply an assistant to the
president who could summarize the report and suggest plans of
action for the present to take up with the board of directors.
9 . Conclusion
.
A review of this chapter will reveal that manage-
ment can use distribution cost analysis primarily in the solution
of marketing problems. For this reason it is primarily an aid
to the sales manager. It not only presents the marketing pro-
blems and the guides to their solution, but it also reveals the
strength and weakness of individual salesmen. In addition to
these things it also furnishes the general management with an
analysis of operating expenses by functions and comparisons
with standards and the budget. It affords a yardstick with
which management can measure its operating results.
Perhaps the best way to leave this subject of the
use by management of distribution cost analysis, is to quote
Dr. Taggart.
"Above all the making and utlizing of
distribution-cost analysis requires the
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exercise of an intelligent understanding
of the potentialities and linitations of
such studies. The field for experimenta-
tion and improvement is literally limitless,
and the accountant or statistician who chafes
at dull routine can find no- better outlet for
the exercise of imaglna tion^^ insight , and
ingenuity. Similarly the executive who is
satisfied that he has done all he can to
improve the mechanical operation of his
business and its relations with its customers
will find that cost analysis opens up new
fields of profitable attack on the problems
of business management." (1)
(1) H. F. Taggart, "Distribution Cost Accounting for
V/holesaling" . United States Department of Commerce,
( V/ashington, 1939) p. 73.
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Chapter Seven
I An Analysis of the Criticisms of and Objections
to a Distribution Cost System,
A . General Objections and Criticisms,
1. Judgment Depends on Type Used and Conditions.
Distribution cost analysis cannot be julged by
itself; it is necessary to know the type of analysis that is
to be used and the particular condition under which it is to
be used. The majority of management men ani accountants
"would probably agree that the theory is sound and that such
an analysis is valuable. However, from that point on they
would probably disagree. They would disagree on the methods
suggested in specific cases and as to particular companies
to which the methods might be applied,
2, Many Reject the V/hole Theory.
On the other hand there are many who reject the
whole theory of distribution cost analysis as unsound. They
say:
"that is inaccurate, impracticable from the
point of view of its cost, unworkable or un-
satisf ^ ctory as to the basis for executive
action. (1)
This last objection, "unsatisfactory as the basis for execu-
tive action", is a most fatal objection; if that is true then
there should be no distribution cost analysis system as in
(1) D. R. Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis" (New York
1941) p. 218
t
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definition such a system is to be a "tool of manaf^ement .
"
B. Specific Objections and Criticisms
1, Qb .lections Based on Nature of Distribution Activities.
Some of the objections to distribution cost analysis
are based on the nature of distribution activities. Distri-
bution costs are often compared to production costs but it is
contended that this is ^ot a fair comparison. The reason
offered is that by nature distribution costs are different.
Distribution costs differ by nature because:
1. The human element is involved to a considerable
degree. The efforts of salesmen and the reaction of buyers
are difficult to measure.
2. Distribution methods vary widely and one concern
may make use of several different methods.
It would be better to describe these objections as
difficulties of distribution cost analysis. It must be ad-
mitted that they exist. They apply however to only a few
of the distributive functions, namely, sales and sales pro-
motion. The other functions that are concerned with the
handling and filling of orders are made up of routine opera-
tions that can be organized as systematically as production
activities,
2. Objections Based on Nature of Distribution Costs,
Another set of objections to distribution cost
analyses is based on the nature of the costs of distribution
activities. It is said that:
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1. Marketing costs are joint costs that cannot be
allocated fairly.
2. The costs of distribution are fixed costs and
do not vary in any direct relation to results obtained.
These objections likewise apply mainly to the sales
and sales promotion functions. The costs of the other
fufictions are as seperate and distinct as production costs
and can bo allocated just as fairly. The results obtained
by these functions can be measured as readily as the results
of the productive functions.
3, Information Needed Not Available.
Some mana_:ements contend that the information needed
to make distribution cost analyses is not available. By this
they mean that due to the nature of distribution activities
the information that can be obtained is not accurate enough
to be used for analytical purposes.
The rebuttal to this depends upon the accounting
system that has been devised for the recording and measuring
of distribution costs. If costs are recorded on a function-
al basis and accurate units of measurement have been found
then all the information that is needed is available. It must
be granted however, that for some of the functions the units
of measurement will be less accurate than for others.
4, Distribution Cost Analysis is Too Expensive.
Distribution cost analyses is expensive for several
reasons
:
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1. The accounting system must be revised to allow for
the recording of costs on a functional basis.
2. Additional records must be kept to show the number
of service units performed by each function,
3. iHecords must be kept for different commodity
groups, for classes of customers, for different territories,
for various size orders, and for each salesmen.
It will be granted at the outset that distribution
cost analysis may be expensive, but exception is taken to
the addition of the qualifying adject ive"too" . If one
thinks of distribution cost analysis as requiring a new
accounting system depending upon an allocation of expense
items on various bases and the subsequent allocation of the
costs of the various functions among products, territories,
customers, classes of customers, salesmen, size of orders, and
others, then one naturally gets the Impression that it is
costly. The truth is, of course, that a practical system is
not as elaborate as that. A system that is in actual use
would be limited in scope and would have certain limited
objectives. Thus such a system would be much less expensive
than one would suppose after reading a general outline of
distribution cost analysis.
The other point of view to take is that, so long as
money is not wasted, distribution cost analysis cannot be
considered too expensive if it results in savings that ex-
ceed its costs. Dr, Longman says that these savings may be

of two kinds:
"those derived froin the elimination of
existing losses and those resulting from
the fact that cost analysis discloses
sources of loss early before they become
so serious that they could be diagnosed by.
observation." (1)
It is also true that once a distribution cost
system has been started the additional expense is small.
"The process (of distribution costing) is not
nearly so difficult as many firms have si;.pposed.
While it requires at the start a number of
factors not ordinarily compiled, these are
all readily obtainable. Once the system is
set up, the compilation of the costs becomes
largely routine which can be handled for the
average firm with very little added expense.
It is^a type of information which the distri-
butor of the future is going to find absolutely
necessary, and those making use of it today
are finding themselves in an advantageous
position compared with their competitors," (2)
An article in "Printers Ink" by Charles Hatch
told of a manufacturer who found that 96 per cent of the
sales dollar was required to sell a group of customers con-
stituting 12 per cent of the total number and of another who
eliminated 10 per cent of his customers -with a resultant
increase of 12 per cent in profit. These were facts that
were worth the expense involved in discovering them. Mr.
Hatch also said:
"Sales cost-finding is not necessarily
expensive. Not all of the figures need
be collected regularly and continuously.
Some figures need be gathered only, period-
(1) D, d, Longman "Distribution Cost Analysis", p. 227.
(2) P. M. Surface, "Marketing Costs", The Taylor Society
Bulletin, February 1933.
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ically-sometimes as seldom as once in a
year or two. Others should be current.
The methods to be" used depend upon the
nature and needs of the business." (1)
5. Results of Analyses are Not Satifactory
Distribution cost analysis is sometimes objected
to on the grounds that the results obtained are not satis-
factory. It is contended that the results obtained re-
flect v;hat has happened in the past, and are of no practical
value. Since a distribution cost system shows in more de-
tail what has happened in the past it reveals individual
losses or weaknesses that might not otherwise be noticed.
This is one of the stronger arguments for recording costs
on a functional basis. The results of past operations also
are the basis for setting standards for future operations.
This in itself is a distinct contribution.
An analysis of dist.'ibution costs by commodities
for example shows what it has cost to distribute these com-
modities in the past. It is reasonable to assume that unless
changes have been made commodities that were unprofitable
last year will be unprofitable this year. The analysis not
only reveals that they were unprofitable but also shows why
they were unprofitable and where changes should be made.
6 . Difficult to Interpret Results of Analysis.
Dr. Longman in his book "Distribution Cost Analysis",
(1) C. H. Hatch, "How Sales Cost Figures Point the V/ay to
Greater Profits," Printers' Ink, October 19, 1933.
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has brought up the question of the interpretation of the
results of distribution cost analysis. He says it is
sometimes argued that;
1. The training necessary for the under-
standing and clear interpretation of
the results of these systems is absent.
2. Irrespective of training in accounting
and a reasonable knowledge of marketing,
clear interpretation of results is
difficult. (1)
The first criticism may bo valid to a certain ex-
tent but certainly the accountants who devised the system-
could help the management in the initial study of the results.
In fact before the analysis was started the objectives would
have been clearly defined so the management has a good idea
of what to look for in the results. In this respect Dr.
Longman says:
"It is true that any new plan designed to
assist mana ;ement, which plan is any degree
complex, calls for a degree of study; but in
so far as the results that may be expected
are worth having, there is every incentive
to make such a study. Progress in any field
is almost inconceivable without real work." (2)
The answer to the second criticism depends on how carefully
the analysis was made. If the distribution cost accounting
system is slipshod and the expenses are allocated to the
various functions on an arbitrary basis then obviously they
will be impossible to interpret. However, if the analysis is
(1) D. R. Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis", Harpers and
Bros. (New York, 1941) p. 218.
(2) Longman, "Distribution Cost Analysis," p. 231
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the result of reasonably accurate vjork then it should not
be too difficult to interpret.
7 , Usefulness of Results.
The objection is sometimes made that even after an
analysis has been made and the results interpreted it is of
no practical value to management. This is because the action
called for cannot be taken. Such a situation might arise
in the following cases:
1. An analysis might show that certain commodities were
unprofitable. The management might decide tbxat it v;as nec-
essary to continue to carry these products to round out a
line or to keep customers from doing business with a compe-
titor.
2. An analysis might show that certain customers were
unprofitable. The management might decide that it would not
be wise to eliminate such customers. It could be reasoned
that they would develop into profitable accounts or that the
amount of goods they did buy made possible a volume of business
that resulted in savings due to large scale buying or mass
production
.
These objections are not entirely logical because
the mere knowledge that unprofitable conditions exist has at
least a subconscious effect upon management. In most cases
action will be taken, perhaps not to eliminate the unprofit-
able commodities or customers but at least to decrease their
unprof it ability. Chapter Six "Use by Management of Distri-
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bution Cost Analysis" (1) took up in detail steps that
can be taken to alleviate unprofitab^-e operating conditions.
8. Statistical Analysis and Accountin^^' -Qata Now Compiled
are Satisfactory.
Another objection to the expense and time involved
in distribution cost work is based on the argiiment that the
statistical analysis and accounting data now compiled are
satisfactory. This is not true because they can be used
only in comparison with figures for past periods and there
is no way of determining whether or not they reflect the
results of good mana,_;ement . Unless costs are kept by functions
and analyzed by functions it is impossible to determine what
the various distributive activities cost and whether or not
they cost more than they should.
9. Each Objection Valid Only as it Applies to a Particu-
lar oyst'em.
Many of the objections that have been given may be
valid objections, but they are valid only as they apply to
specific distribution cost systems. They are valid in that
respect because the system to which they apply may be over
simplified or at least not set up in accordance with sound
accounting principles. They may be valid to a small degree
when applied to the theory of distribution cost analysis.
This is true because of the psychological factors involved
in distribution. Such factors make it impossible to have
distribution costs that are as exact as production costs.
The fact remains however, that none of these objec-
(1) See P. 97-112
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tions can offset the value of distribution cost analysis .
to management
.
10. Solution is Careful Study and Hard V/ork.
The answer to the criticisms of distribution cost
analysis and the solution of the difficulties involved in it
are summed up in the words "careful study and hard work."
Even the most ardent advocates of distribution cost analysis
will admit that criticisms are justifiable in many cases
and that difficulties do exist. He will insist however, that
in many cases the value to management of such an analysis more
than justifies the additional work and study involved in the
preparation and the interpretation of the analysis.
Ii
Chapter Eight
I. Future Importance of Distribution Cost Analysis
A . A Social, Economic and I.lanagement Problem.
1, Management Must Aid in Solving Problem.
Any discussion of the future importance of dis-
tribution cost analysis must be based on the recognition
of the fact that distribution is not only a management problem
but a social and economic problem. As such it is very apt
to be the object of much social agitation and economic legis-
lation. It isn't going to be left to management represent-
ing private business enterprise, as its special problem.
Instead, it is going to be worked on from several angles and
unless management does its part it is going to find itself
burdened with legislation regulating distributive activities.
2. Twentieth Century Fund Report.
A great deal of impetus was given to the social
and economic aspects of distribution when the Twentieth
Century Fund Report was published in 1939. (1) If the war
had not intervened it is probable that many efforts to re-
gulate distribution would have been made. The report sets
forth fact that are very impressive. It states that in
60 years a nine-fold increase in distribution workers
(1) Paul W. Stewart and J. Frederic Dewhurst , "Does Distri-
bution Cost Too LIuch." (Twentieth Century Fund, New
York, 1939)
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(from 1,500,00 to 13,949,00) had been necessary to keep pace
with the output of a three-fold expansion in production work-
ers (from 9,740,000 to 24,818,000) (1) Dlstributivily per
worker had been increased hardly at all, while productively
per worker had tripled. (2)
The report also points out that it costs more to
distribute goods than it does to produce them and that about
59 cents out of the consumer's dollar goes for services in-
volved in distribution and only 41^ for the services in
production, (3)
The authors of the report also make the statement
that,
"the inventive genius of American business
has been chiefly dedicated to the lowering
of production costs through mechanization
and scientific management", but the "same
inventive genius has hardly begun to be
applied to the reduction in distribution
costs." (4)
This report clearly puts it up to business manage-
ment to do something about the high costs of distribution,
3 , Governmental Agencies Have Lluch Distribution Cost Data.
There are other factors that will affect the future
of distribution cost analysis. One is the fact that the
government itself possesses a wealth of data regarding dis-
tribution costs that it has accumulated over the past fifteen
(1) Stewart and Dewhurst. "Does Distribution Cost Too Much, p,577,
(2) Ibid p, 14
(3) Ibid p 117
(4) Ibid p. 4
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years. It has already been pointed out that the Department
of Commerce has been active in distribution cost research
since 1928. The Federal Commission not only made a special
study of distribution cost accounting in 1939 and 1940, but
has also accumulated much case material through its administra-
tion of the Robinson-Patman Act.
4, Regulations of Office of Price Administration.
The regulations of the Office of Price Administra-
tion, a \uartime agency, lead one to suspect that some of the
data collected by the government is being used by this agency.
There is also the possibility, which some people accept as
a fact, that various distribution reforms are being tried
out as wartime measures. One example of this would be the
price rulling regarding barrels of powdered milk. The mark-
up allowed the wholesale distributor was so low that he couldn't
afford to handle it. It is suspected that some officials in
Washington had reason to believe that barrels of powdered milk
could be distributed more efficiently directly by the producer
as are barrels of flour. The purpose of using this illustra-
tion is not to pass judgement but to show that the men in
Washington are conscious of the distribution problem and evident
ly hope to do something about it someday.
It is reasonable to assume therefore "that if govern-
ment control of business continues in any degree, after the
war, the problem of the cost of distribution will not be neg-
lected.
i
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One good reason,-for inanagGment to take more of an
interest in distribution costs is the possibility of using
these costs to guid future legislation. One firm by itself
cannot accomplish such results; such results can only be
accomplished by trade groups. It is important for trade
association, therefore, to take the initiative in getting their
members interested in distribution costs. It is a matter
of self-preservation,
5. Roblnson-Patman Act,
There is still another aspect of the future import-
ance of distribution cost analysis that is affected by
government regulation. It is the legal necessity of keeping
the records that are needed to comply with the liobinson-
Patman Act, This act, in general, forbids certain price
discriminations that cannot be justified by certain differences
in costs. The act may apply to any concern that is engaged
in interstate commerce. Thus countless companies come within
its jurisdiction and must observe its legal aspects.
This is illustrated by the fact that within two
years of its enactment 515 investigations were made of alleged
infractions, (1) Any company subject to this act must keep
distribution cost records to justify any price differentials
that they may have allowed,
( 1) Federal Trade- Commission Report for the Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, 1938, United States Government Printing
Office, Washington, 1938) p. 8
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6 • Effect of government Standards.
There is still another trend in government that may
affect the future importance of distribution costs. That is
the trend tovvards government standards for various products,
especially food products. The grading of canned fruits and
vegetables in accordance with government standards instead of
ti»ade standards may affect consumer preferences. If the
consumer knows that it is not the brand that counts but the
grade that has been established by the government then the
value of private brands will be lost. Profits will not be
made by wide-spread advertising calculated to increase con-
sumer demand but by economics in distribution. Efficient
distribution will offset the losses due to smaller volume.
In the futiire competition will be keener than ever
before and the concern that maintains a strict control over
its distribution costs and keeps abreast of its marketing
problems through the use of distribution cost analyses will
have the greater opportunities for profits.
7. Distribution Cost Analyses iVill Not be Accepted Generally,
All this paints the picture of the future importance
of distribution cost analysis. The question that remains is
whether management in general is going to appreciate these
facts and prepare itself. If the question is looked at
practically and realistically the answer is in the negative.
The reasons that may be offered are:
1. There is too much detailed work involved.
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2. Too many unpredictable hiiman elements are in-
jected into the cost system.
3, The action to be taken after the analysis has
been made is not clear.
These objections are not offered here as conclusions
that distribution cost analysis is not necessary, but rather
to support the practical statement that although the future
importance of distribution cost analyses will be great, fe-w
business managements will set up distribution cost systems.
Although it seems to lead away from the subject the
truth is that the details of management are entirely too
complicated for the majority of business enterprises. The
degree of control that is necessary to efficient management is
beyond the limitations of the average executive. The success-
ful concerns are the large concerns that have set up systems
for obtaining and compiling the details necessary for control.
It is only the large concerns that can set up efficient dis-
tribution cost systems. To set up such a system the undivided
attention of a specialist is needed and only the large concerns
can afford the services of such specialists. It will result
in the large concerns being the efficient distributors. It
will be interesting to see if legislation regulating distri-
bution will be aimed at the large concerns who are the efficient
distributors,
8, Future Importance Based on Tour Facts.
Distribution cost analysis v/ill be of great importance
((
4
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In the future due to the following facts:
!• It will be necessary to have facts and figures
with which to guide the legislation that will be proposed as
the result of the social and economic importance of the cost
of distribution.
2. Records must be kept to conform with the Robinson-
Patman Act.
3. Economics in distribution must be made to off-set
reductions in volume due to government standards,
4. To insure efficient operations management needs
the control that is afforded distribution cost analysis.
It should be emphasized that in the future distri-
bution cost analysis will be invaluable as an aid to good
management. Because of the detailed work and study involved
it will be the large business organizations that will be the
first to make use of it. However as it grows in importance
smaller organizations will ^:radually set up accounting systems
that will give them the cost information they need to improve
their management.
(I
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APPENDIX
Distribution Cost Syotem of Dennison Manufacturing
Company (1)
A • Background
1, One of the Few Companies ^'hat Have Distribution Cost Systeia.
No discussion of distribution cost analysis would
be complete without a few facts about the system used by
the Dennison Manufacturing Company. This company is one
of the few that have a definite distribution cost system and
many references are made to it.
The Dennison Manufacturing Company manufactures
and distributes a wide variety of stationery products. To
obtain a control over its distribution costs it maintains a
distribution cost system designed to furnish the facts needed
for a distribution cost analysis by commodity groups.
B. Classification of Accounts
1, Distribution Costs Divided into Three Functional Classifi-
cations .
The distribution costs of the Dennison Manufactur-
ing Company are divided into three functional groups, namely;
order-riandllng and filling, order-getting, and administrative.
Each of these functions is subdivided into many accounts re-
presenting various operations within the functions.
2. Order-handling and Filling Functions.
The costs of the order-handling and filling function
(1) Federal Trade Commission, "Case Studies in Distribution
Cost Accounting for V/holesallng and Manufacturing",
(Washington, 1941) pp 113-135

include the costs of such operations as pricing, checking,
and recording orders, billing customers, keeping customers
records, as settling orders for shipment, keeping merchan-
dise stock records, storing and shipping goods, extending
credit and collecting for the goods.
The costs of these operations are recorded in
primary expense accounts for labor, stationery and supplies,
rent, and other expenses. Primary expense accounts are
set up for each 0 f the many department whose activities
fall vvithin the general function "order-handling and filling.
The departments themselves are grouped under three divisions
namely, office, warehouse, and planning. The costs of the
major functions are thus divided into three divisions which
are in turn divided into several departments. The principal
departments under each division are as follows:
Office Division
Billing department
Accounts receivable department
Central files department
Correspondence department
Order register department
Outside warehouse department
Transcribing service department
Credit department
Stock costing department
Office administration department
Warehouse
Office depar.tment
Filling department
Packing department
Outside warehouse department
Traffic department
Shipping department
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District warehouse department
Warehouse divisional expense department
Back-order transportation department
Chicago warehouse department
Planning Division
Label planning department
Box planning department
Tag planning department
Stock :oods and holiday merchandise planning department
Gummed^paper planning department
This frrouping makes possible a comparison or analysis of
expenses in much greater detail than is ordinarily possible.
It thus affords the management a closer control over
operations.
It also makes possible an accurate allocation of the costs
of
the function to the various commodities.
3, Order-getting Function and Administrative Function.
The costs of the order-getting function and the
costs of the administrative function are not allocated to the
various products. The company has experimented with the
allocation of these costs and found it impractical. It was
decided that the deduction of order-handling and filling
costs from the gross profit gave a profit figure that was
sufficiently accurate to show the relative profitability
of several products,
C . Product Groups
1, Products C-rouped in Ten Lines
The prodticts sold by the Dennis on Manufacturing
Company are grouped into ten lines. They are: dealer;
holiday; boxes; crepe; shipping tags; marking tags; seals;
labels; and cellophane wra-ppings and bands; envelope and
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other outside purchase consumer items; gummed and bronze
paper and tape; machines and tickets for marking goods.
Each of the ten major lines is further subdivided
into commodity classifications so that actually distribution
cost information is available for some 200 classes of com-
modities.
D, Allocation
1, Expenses That Are Allocated.
Only the expenses of the order-filling and handling
function are allocated to the products sold. These expenses
are allocated on a standard basis which in effect is the
application of a cost factor to the number of units sold.
The standard costs are adjusted to the actual costs for the
ten major lines but not for the several comnodity groups vi/ith-
iii each line.
2, Establishment of Cost Factors or Standard Costs.
The cost factors which are used in allocating costs
to the various product classes are determined as a result of
an analysis of the costs of the various departm.ents . The
departments are studied to determine the basis on which their
costs should be allocated to the products. Three basis of
allocation are used; the order or the invoice, the item filled,
and the cubic-inch content of the container used in shipping.
The departmental costs that can be allocated on the
basis of the order or the invoice are added together and the
total is divided by the num er of orders handled to get the
II
1
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cost factor or standard cost per order for all orders. If
this standard cost is Gl.OO then every order that is handled
is said to cost $1.00 and if 500 orders are received for ship-
ping tags an order-filling and handling charge of $500 is
charged to that product.
Some departmental costs can be allocated most equit-
able on a per item basis. The costs of each department that
are to be allocated on a per item basis are first distributed
to product lines on the basis of the actual or estimated time
that the employees of each department devote to each of the
ten product lines. The amounts thus distributed to product lines
are added together so that a total is obtained for each pro-
duct of the departmental corts that are to be allocated on a per
item basis. This total for each product line is then divided
by the total number of items of that product line that were
shipped to get the cost factor or standard cost per item.
In distributing the departmental costs to product
lines some costs are found that are not applicable to any part-
icular line. These costs are called "all stock items," and
are accumulated by departments. Their total is divided by the
total number of items shipped and the unit cost is added to
the standard cost per item already determined to get the standard
cost per item that is actually used.
Thus the per item cost of shipping tags might be 10
cents and the per item cost of all .^tock items might be 5 cents.
The standard cost per item would be the total of the two or 15
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cents per item. If there vwve 500 orders for shipping tags
and those orders had t-wo lines both for shipping tags but
different sizes or colors then there would be a total of
1000 items. The standard item cost of 15 cents would be
multiplied by 1000 and the resulting charge of Ol^O would be
charged to the prorluct "shipping tags."
The third basis for distributing departmental costs
is the cubic-inch content of the container used in shipping.
The expenses incui-red for packing material, for warehouse
space used, and for packaging and shipping goods are distri-
buted on this basis. The total cost that is to be distribu-
ted on this basis is divided by the number of cubic inches of
containers handled di^ring the period to determine a rate per
cubic inch. This is translated into a rate per 1000 cubic
inches, for ease in calculating.
This rate is then applied to individual products.
For example shipping tags might be sold in units of 1000 and
for a particular type of tag the cubic inch content of the
container used might be 150. If a rate of 9 cents per 1000
cubic inches had been determined the rate for tlL.s particular
container would be 1.35 cents. If 100,000 tags of this type
were shipped during the period the cubic cost would be 1000
multiplied by 1,35 cents or
.'J13.50.
3 . Application of Cost P'actors or Standard Costs ,
The cost of the order-handling and filling function
is allocated to the various products on the basis described
Ii
I
I
I
(
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above. For purposes of illustration it might be well to
show just hovB it would work out in a particular case.
If it is assumed that there were 1000 orders for
llo, 1 shipping tags and the standard cost per order were f,;l.00
thenv^lOOO would be charged against No, 1 shipping tags.
It may be also assumed that there were 1000 items
or invoice lines calling for No, 1 shipping tags. With a
standard cost for 15 cents per item Ol50 would be charged
against these tags.
The third assumption is that the 1000 orders called
for a total of 1,000,000 No. 1 tags, that these tags were
packed In units of 1,000 and that the cubic cost of the
container was 15 cents. Under these conditions the cubic
cost of the 1,000,000 tags would be HIS. 00,
The costs to be allocated to other types of tags
would be determined in the same way. The cost for all tags
would be found by adding the costs for each of the individual
types
.
The costs to be allocated to other lines of products
would be determined in the same way.
4 . Information AvailaMe After Application of Standard Costs.
After the cost factors or standard costs have been
applied to all products the management has available the cost
of handling and fillin^; orders for each product. As its
system of manufacturing costs likewise shows the cost of each
product, and sales records are kept by products, it also has
II
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available the gross profit by products after order-handling
and filling costs.
5. Summa ry
.
The distribution cost system of the Dennison
Ivlanufacturing Company allocates the cost of the order-handling
and filling function to some 200 classes of commodities making
up ten lines of products. Its remaining distribution costs,
namely; order-getting and administration are not allocated to
product lines.
The analysis that is made shows the gross profit
by products after deducting the cost of the order-handling
and filling function. The company calls this its secondary
revenue. It considers that it can judge its net profits by
lines of products very closely by estimating the portion of
the selling and general administrative expenses applicable to
each line or products.
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